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OF THB STUDY

CHAPTER I

f

THE PROBLEM AND PLAN OF THE STUDY

The Problem
Education in the United States has gone through various
phases of emphasis since its beginning in the colonies as a
transplantation from

f

~nglish

emphasis was public support.

soil.

The first phase to receive

After the Revolution the old sys-

)

tem of private and semi-private education was found inadequate
for filling the needs of a young republic, and the battle for
tax-supported schools was begun, a battle that reached its climax in 1872 with the Kalamazoo decision which declared it legal
to divert public funds to the support of secondary education.
Next there came a period when reorganization was given the
foremost place.

This movement which began as an attempt on the

part of colleges to shorten the period of preparation was soon
taken up by educators in the elementary and secondary fields,
their aim being a better adjustment of organization to the needs
of the student.

This emphasis culminated with the development

of the junior high school, the six-six plan, and the junior
college.
Overlapping this period and closely related to it was the
1

•

2
stage at which the school plant and its administration were
given major attention.

Numerous studies appeared regarding

the construction, maintenance, and operation of school bui1dings in relation to the educational program, and systems everywhere underwent physical expansion.

This movement was partia1-

.

1y curbed by the World War although its momentum carried it well
past its period of initial diminution.

r-

The same war which curbed the emphasis upon the building
program gave rise to a new emphasis on testing.

Certain tests

developed in connection with the administration of the personne1 of the army were readily adapted to educational purposes
and hence other tests were devised.

The literature of this

period is filled with textbooks, articles, and monographs on
testing in addition to innumerable tests themselves.

This move-

ment is still in an active stage, but probably because Qf economic pressure a new movement has relegated it to a secondary
position.
In the present period indubitably the curriculum is receivingmajor emphasis.

Having established free education, re-

organized it along lines more psychologically sound, provided
it with physical facilities, and devised means of testing its
product, we have decided to face seriously the problem of putting it all to some use.

.'

There is scarcely to be found, to-day,

a school system which has not undertaken the problem of curriculum reorganization.

Curriculum publications, courses, clinicS,

5

conferences, experimental centers and committees have sprung

I

r,

up everywhere.

This phase of education is coming into its

rightful inheritance, and in no part of the entire educational
program has its influence been felt more than in the junior
high school.

This comparatively new institution has been read-

ily open to progress, being less bound by tradition and formalism than either the elementary school on the one hand or the
senior high school on the other.
The curriculum of this institution more nearly reflects

Ii!

I

the progressive trends in modern education than does either of
the other two.

Never-the-less, not all of the subjects which

comprise its curriculum have been given equal attention.

Math-

ematics is in many respects the step-child in the family of subject matter.
1

Schools that have long ago decl&red their program

of social studies obsolete are still satisfied with a traditionshrouded type of mathematics although pioneer thinkers have
blazed the trail far ahead and progressive schools here and
there are accepting the challenge which these leaders have laid
down.
Kentucky has under way at the present time a thorough-going
program of curriculum reorganization.

The committees have been

appointed to carry this work forward.

It is the author's privi-

lege to be serving at present on the Kentucky Committee on Mathematics for Grades Seven to Nine.

He has also been privileged

to serve on numerous mathematics committees for the Louisville

[
~--------------------------------

-------

4

I

r

Public Schools for the same grades and it is largely because of
these connections that this thesis was conceived.

The work of

the state committee is still in its formative stage and while
the Louisville reorganization of curriculum materials has progressed to the point where it has been

~ut

into practice and

has been revised sever&l times, further revision is planned and
all the work is considered tenative as it always should be.
It is with the hope that this thesis may contribute some
small part to these two undertakings and also be of some value
to the interested inquirer that it is attempted.
Plan of the Study
This study is divided into two parts.

Part One undertakes

to discover certain forces which have been at work on junior
high school mathematics.

These trends are discovered by tracing

the historical development of the junior high school curriculum
in mathematics, by citing the opinions of experts in the fields
of mathematics and of the curriculum in general, and by showing
how these trends are shaping themselves into actual practice in
progressive schools over the country.
Part Two undertakes to give a general picture of the organization of the teaching of junior high school mathematics in Kentucky and attempts to evaluate the curriculum in the light of
the trends discovered in Part One.
The data for Part One come from the following sources to

5

correspond with the three means of discovering trends: historical literature, writings of experts individually and in committees, and survey studies and curriculum materials which describe
practice in progressive schools elsewhere in the nation.
The data regarding the mathematics taught in Kentucky and
regarding the general set up were obtained from two questionnaires sent to the principals and teachers of mathematics in
twenty-two white public junior high schools.

The questionnaire

sent the principals regarded the general organization of the
school and the organization as it affected mathematics.

An ex-

ception was made of the principals of Louisville as the data
required were obtainable from other sources.

All of the princi-

pals who were sent the questionnaire responded.

Teachers in all

these schools who taught one or more classes in junior high school
mathematics were sent the other questionnaire which concerned the
preparation and experience of the teachers and their opinions regarding certain important issues and other information.

Out of

100 teachers contacted eighty-two responded to this questionnaire.
Every schoal was represented by one or more of its teachers, and
in most cases all the teachers in any given school responded.
Eight of the junior high schools are in Louisville and fourteen are elsewhere in the state.

Of the eighty-two teachers re-

sponding, thirty-one are in the junior high schools of Louisville
and fifty-one are elsewhere in the state.

6

A list of the junior high schools together with their principals and teachers, except those who requested us not to divulge

r

,~

II

their names, appears in the appendix.
For data regarding the curriculum, courses of study were
used where obtainable.
employed.

~

I!

I.

I

In the absence of such, textbooks were

Definitions
Many attempts have been made to define the junior high
school and none of them has been wholly satisfactory.

Briggs l

lists forty-four aspects of the movement and invites the reader
to make his own definition.

~

Davis~

lists seventeen characteris-

tics not all of which might be deemed essential.

For purposes

of this study, a junior high school will be considered an institution intermediary between a six-year elementary school and
a four-year or three-year senior high school consisting of grades
seven and eight or those grades together with the ninth, that
practices departmentalization, that offers election of courses,
and that has at least a partially distinct organization and administration.

It mayor may not be closely connected with a senior

high school provided the above characteristics are adhered to.
For sake of convenience, the curriculum will be referred to
1.
2.

Briggs, Thomas H., !he Junior High_£ch££l, Houghton Mifflin
Company, Boston, 1920. pp. 54-56
Davis, C. 0., Junior HiEh-££h2£!_~~~~~iog, World Book Company, New York, 1925. pp. 15-14

7
as the planned educational experienceS provided, while the course
of study will be referred to as the document recording these experiences.
The adjective "functional" has two meanings, one found in
general curriculum literature meaning, "useful in life" and one
confined to mathematics meaning, "pertaining to a correspondence
between two variables."

In order to avoid confusion, when the

term is used in the general sense i t will be preceded by the word
,

-

"life" thus making the expression "life-functional".

The single

word "functional" will refer to the mathematical concept.
By the term, "progressive schools" is not meant necessarily
those belonging to the movement commonly referred as the Progressive Movement, but simply those schools which reflect the more
recent trends in their curriculum in mathematics.
Limits of the Study
The principal aim of the study is to present a view of the
Kentucky junior high school curriculum in mathematics, to evaluate it in the light of the tendencies evident in the opinions
of experts in the field of junior high school mathematics and
in actual practice in progressive schools elsewhere, and to make
~.~
,~
f

f

'.·,:
II
,~

I

f·

I

I

recommendations for its improvement.

The organization of the

junior high schools in Kentucky and of their offerings in mathematics is described largely to throw light upon the problem of
the curriculum although it ought to be of some value in itself.

8

.

!.

[e

I

f

I.

I

It is not the purpose of this study to construct a course
of study but to try to show defects in the present curriculum
and make recommendations that would assist those into whose
hands the task of curriculum reorganization falls.

· CHAPTEK II

A HISTORY OF
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CHAPTER II

A HISTORY OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF JUNIOR HIGH SGHOOL MATHEMATICS

Before an evaluation of present practices in the field of
junior high school mathematics can be made or recommendations

~.

I

I .

offered for their improvement, it will be necessary to try to
understand how these practices came into being.

Because they

are the outcome of a slow evolution an historical approach is
necessary.
Generally speaking, the secondary education of the Nineteenth Century as found in the Latin Schools and later the
Academies and the High Schools was not designed for the masses
but for the select few.

It had for its aim not the training

for both present and future living but rather preparation for
the entrance examinations of the colleges and universities.
Naturally, the curriculum of these early secondary schools
was designed to accomplish this aim.

Secondary mathematics,

when offered, was formalized and disciplinary in keeping with
the demands of the colleges whose entrance examinations the
students would likely essay.
At first the only mathematics offered in the secondary
9

10
schools was arithmetic, since this was all that the colleges required for admission, and it was only after the colleges raised
their standards that the secondary schools increased their offerings.

Harvard first required algebra (to the end of simple

equations) in 1820, Columbia in 1821, Yale in 1847, and Princeton in 1848.

Harvard was the first to require geometry for ad-

mission and that in 1844. 1
A glance at a typical text of this period will show the
extent to which the college had influenced secondary instruction in mathematics.

John Farrar's text in arithmetic 2 de-

voted separate and unrelated chapters to each topic in arithmetic.

Some of them were: "Numeration," "Addition," "Subtrac-

tion," "Partnership," "Fellowship," etc.

Each chapter began

f

l~

r

!I t

with a complicated set of definitions which were to be completely mastered before any useful pursuit of the chapter could
be made on the assumption that, as Professor David Bugene Smith
has pointed out, the word "elephant" must necessarily be defined
before visiting a menagerie.

Before learning to count the student

had to learn the definitions of "magnitude," "number," "continued
quantity," "discrete," and "discontinued quantity," and before he
could learn to add he must know that addition is the "operation
Cf. Whitcraft, L. H., SOIDJLlnfluea£~LOf_!~-B:~gui!.~~ts_1!:!l£
9£ the Colleg1L!!!E!!:!lce E~in~ti0!l.JlQ.g~-2.!L.Math~=
~iiQ~n Se~Qndarz-School~_of_!~United. St~~, Contribution to
Education No. 557, Bureau of Publications, Teachers College,
Columbia University, New York, 1955.

1.

~~~inations

2.
Farrar, John, !n_~entarz
Gray and Company, Boston, 1854.

Treati~-£E_Arit~~~tic,

Hilliard,

r,
I!~
i
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which has for its object the uniting of several numbers in one",
and that it is, in the last analysis, "an abbreviation of the
formation of numbers by the successive union of units."

The

grade placement of this text was indefinite but it was often
used in the second and third years of the preparatory schools.
When algebra and geometry were introduced into the secondary
schools, they were equally formal and disciplinary, each being
I

•

taught as if the other did not exist.
This strictly logical approach and especially this "watertight compartmentalization" was peculiar to American schools.
European schools had already begun fusion and were making a decidedly more psychological approach.

To be sure there were

pioneers in this country who felt the need of change and who
early advocated many of the features now characteristic of junior
high school mathematics.

One of these was Warren Colburn, a

popular textbook writer who, in 1825, published a work entitled

used extensively in the third and fourth years of secondary schools.
In this book he attempted to make the break between arithmetic
and algebra less pronounced.

To quote from his preface: "The

first object of the author of the following treatise had been
to make the transition from arithmetic to algebra as gradual as
possible.

The book, therefore, commences with practical questions

in simple equations such as the teacher might readily solve without the aid of algebra.

This requires only the explanation of

12

,

the signs plus and minus, the mode of expressing multiplication
and division, the sign of equality together with the use of a
letter to express the unknown quantity.n 3
Another pioneer, Charles Davies, had somewhat the same idea
and carried it out rather consistently.
~le~tar~Al~bra

In the preface of his

he said: "In this work it has been the inten-

tion to form a connecting link between arithmetic and algebra;
i

•

to unite and blend, as far as possible, the reasoning of numbers
with the more abstruse methods of analysis. n4

Davies utilized a

startling innovation by introducing the student to some simple
problems that presented practical situations in which algebra
would be useful before commencing any formal attack upon definitions or carrying him through lengthy drill.

This work was

published in 1854 and went through several editions.
used in the middle years and

~enior

It was

year of the preparatory schools.

However, such exceptions were rare, and they slowly influenced
general practice.
Late in the nineteenth century, there began in this country
a movement to shorten the span of time required for preparation
for college entrance under the leadership of President Eliot of
Harvard.

In 1893 the Report of the Committee

on_Be£QBda~z-Scha~l

.

r'/:

3.
Colburn, Warren, An I~oduction to Algebra UE2~_th~_Ig£~1i~~
M,ethod, Hilliard and Compa.ny, Boston, 1825. Preface.
4.
Davies, Charles, E~~en!ary
New York, 1854. Preface.

Algeb~~,

A. S. Barnes and Company,

15
£tu£!~

recommended that a course in concrete geometry be given

in the grammar schools: "In the lower grades instruction to be
given informally and in the upper grades a separate course one
hour a week. nS

Emphasis was to be placed upon concrete examples

and practice in the use of the protractor and compasses.

This

recommendation was not intended primarily for the purpose of
making the grades more vital to the student but was made as an
attempt to further the interests of the colleges by enabling
students to acquire the credits necessary for entrance at an
earlier age.

Similarly, the Committee of Ten in the following

year proposed that the child be introduced at a very early age
to the geometric figures and that he should experiment with these
and gradually form short chains of arguements concerning their
properties.

Thus, while trying to foster its own ends the college

contributed toward improved practice in secondary and elementary
education.
In keeping with these recommendations W. T. Campbell published in 1899 one of the first texts in this country based upon
the idea of what is commonly called intuitive geometry.

The

name of Campbell's text was Ovser~ati~na1 G~£metry6 and it was
the culmination of an experiment conducted by the author at the
Boston Latin School where a course of the intuitive type had
Eliot, Charles W., antl Others, Repo£~_of~he Com~itt~-2a
School Studie~, Bureau of Education, Washington, D.C.,
1895.
5.

Se~Q~arz

6. Campbell, W. T., ~~tion~1-Ge2metEZL American Book Company, New york, 1899.

14
been conducted over a period of several years.

However, the

idea of intuitive geometry was slow to gain any considerable
hold for some time.
The big impetus given to the type of mathematics now found
in the junior high school came from President Moore of the American Mathematical Society in 1902.

In his address to that body

he said: "The separation between pure mathematics and applied
mathematics is grievous even in the domain of elementary mathematics. n ?

He continued his address by urging that barriers be-

tween the various fields of mathematics be broken down and that
important concepts be taken from all the branches and taught in
the upper grades in a thoroughly concrete and captivating manner.
The fact that this utterance came from a man so prominent in the
field of pure mathematics gave tremendous weight to his opinion
in the sight of educators in this country.

Moore was acquainted

with the work of Perry in England and of C.

~.

Mann and others

in this country to whom he gave due credit.
One of the experiments with which Moore was familiar was
that conducted by Miss Edith Long at Lincoln Nebraska.

This ex-

periment described by Miss Long in the School Revie~consisted
of an arrangement whereby incoming students at the Lincoln High
Moore, E. H., nOn the Foundations of Mathematics", A G~~
in the Last Twen1z=fiY~-X~~rs~_!iK£!-X~~K£22~
of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics. 1926. p. 59.
7.

£ury~z-of Pr~ess

-------------------------------------------------8.

Long, Edith, "Correlation of Algebra, Geometry and Physics",
1902) pp. 209-211. .

£~hool_~~vi~ XXIV (October,

r
15

...

School were introduced simultaneously to algebra and geometry •
It was so successful that it was continued for a number of years
and caused wide comment.

Another experiment, in many ways sim-

ilar to that of Miss Long, was conducted at the Horace Mann School
for Girls in New York City.

It is said that visitors to that

school could not tell on certain days whether the mathematics
being taught was algebra or geometry so closely were they interwoven.

At about the same tillie, the public schools of New York

City introduced a course in "Inventional Geometry" in the seventh
grade using a textbook of that name written by I. N. Failor. 9
The first text to fuse algebra and geometry to any considerable
extent was a book used in the ninth grade at the University High
School of the University of Chicago written by G. W. Meyers. lO
The preliminary edition came out in 1906.
From these accounts we see that largely through the influence of the colleges and universities, two definite forces were
developing: that of fusion and that of pushing down to a lower
grade level subjects which were required for college entrance.
Soon, other groups were awakened to the need for a new type of
secondary mathematics.

In 1906 the Mathematics clection of the

Central Association of Science and Mathematics Teachers was organized and a committee of five was appointed to prepare a course

9.

Failor, I. N.,
New York, 1904.

ln~~ntiQ~l

G~~,

A. S. Barnes & Company,

10. Meyers, G. Vi'., lirst_!.~'§LJ~.a the!!!§:~i.£s fo£_SecoEda.!:Z-E,chQol s,
Univ,ers~ty of Chicago Press, Ghicago, 1906.

16
of study in algebra.

In its discussions this commi ttee came to

the conclusion that: nTo bring the different branches of mathematics into closer relation and to preserve the unity of mathemati cal work is so much to be desired in secondary schools that
simultaneous teaching of arithmetic, algebra, and geometry would
seem indispensible.

By this is not meant that so many hours per

week be devoted to one subject and the remaining hours to another"

not parallel teaching-but the actual blending of the subjects
wherever the relations are so close that such blending shall not
be forced. n ll
In 1911 the Provisiopal
£f Five On

Geom~z-~llabue

ReQort~~he

Hati£nal

QQm~i~~~

again urged fusion, especially of

algebra and geometry.
W. D. Reeve taught a course in general mathematics at the
University of Minnesota High School in the ninth grade as early
as

1915 which seems to have had many of the characteristics of

present-day junior high school courses.

He later published

several texts which were the outgrowth of his experiences there
and these were widely used in early junior high schools throughout the country.
Not a great deal has been said so far about the changes
11. Ammerman, Charles and Others, npreliminary Report of the
Committee of the Central Association on Algebra in the Secondary
Schools", §£h££l_££ieB£~~~Q_!ath~~atic~, VII (September, 1907)
pp. 674-85.

17
that have taken place regarding arithmetic.

As stated earlier

in this chapter, arithmetic was almost the only mathematics
taught in the secondary schools until about 1820 when Harvard
first required algebra as an entrance requirement.
The arithmetic taught up to this time included the four
fundamentals,

simple notation, reduction to the end of the

single rule of three, and work with the metric system and with
other systems of weights and measurements. 12

As has already

been pointed out, the treatment of the subject was formal and
deductive.
At about this time notable changes began to take place in
arithmetic.

It was largely due to the Pestalozzian influence

that Warren Colburn was prompted to write his

Intellect~l

abandoned rules and attempted to create situations in problem
solving which would lead the pupil to make his own generalizations.

While this work was intended for the elementary level

i t prodoundly influenced arithmetic in the academy, and soon
Colburn wrote the "Seque1 n to that work for secondary schools
on the same principle.

Other texts followed suit and from 1821

to 1857, there appeared 195 new texts in arithmetic which, if
they did not abandon rules, at least gave them only secondary
12. Cf. Cajori, F., The~§£h1rrg and Hist~~_of M~~h~~~ic~
ilL.:!!!!L.!lni.:!!ed...Qj!a te.s, U. S. Bureau of Ed uca tion, Washington,
D. C., 1890. pp. 55-56.

,
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place to problem work of a concrete nature.
Around 1865 the rule of three began to disappear from progressive texts and other eliminations gradually came about.

In

1889 The Boston School Committee was persuaded to eliminate such
topics as mensuration of unusual solids and surfaces, compound
interest, equation of payments, exchanges, the metric system,
,"-,

and compound partnership.

Other schools gradually followed suit.

In 1895 the Committee of Fifteen made further proposals for
elimination and at a period somewhat later than this, the studies
of L. D. Coffman and Walter A. Jessup appeared which greatly affected the teaching of arithmetic.

These studies summarized by

Jessup in the Fourteenth Yearbook of the

N~ti~na1

Societz-f££

the StudZ-2f ,Education recommended the elimination of apothecaries'
weights, alligation, aliquot parts, annual interest, cube root,
cases in percentage, compound and complex fractions of more than
two digits and other topics too numerous to mention.
these proposals were

~ade

15

While

for the elementary school, they apply

to a great extent to the junior high school arithmetic since grades
seven and eight of the former are typically included in junior
high schools.
More recently much emphasis has been placed, in arithmetic,
15. Minimum Essentials in E1ementa£Z_2~hool_Su£l~~~~rQurt~~llth
Yeybook_2L. th~~a t!.2.!!!:L'§~ietYJ..Q..r.-!hL21ud;r of !dduca tion.l.-f~rt
I, 1915. Chapter VIII.

19
upon diagnostic testing and upon setting up definite goals of
attainment.

Many studies have appeared regarding these two phases

within the last decade.

Typical of the former are the well-known

studies of Buswell of the University of Ghicago and of the latter
are those of Washburne and his coworkers at Winnetka.

Other tend-

encies which are becoming evident in the teaching of arithmetic
are: more concrete problem situations, more attention to informational aspects, and more life-functioning materials.
.

.

These forces in arithmetic and in mathematics in general
could not find full expression in the traditional type of school
organization.

It was not until the junior high school came into

being that the recommendations from

vario~s

sources regarding

mathematics reorganization were given serious consideration.
The junior high school movement is commonly said to have
begun with the Berkley, California reorganization in 1910.
Briggs 14 lists two junior high schools as having begun before
1900, eight between that time and 1910, ninety-two between 1910
and 1915, but refers to the California reorganization as the beginning of the active phase of the movement.
The first junior high school to be established in Kentucky
was organized at Lexington in 1917.

AS early as 1915 the super-

intendant had proposed such a move because of the need for
14. Briggs, Thomas H., !he Juni~!-gigh_~£hQ~l, Houghton Mifflin
Company, Boston, 1920. p. 52.

I'

I.

1
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more adequate housing facilities.

Some time after this the

problem of reorganization was discussed at Shelbyville but no
action was taken.

Holmes High School of Covington which is a

six year high school was so reorganized in 1927. 15
In Louisville the junior high school is a rather recent
thing although a step toward such a reorganization was made
rather early.

In 1912 Superintendent Ernest O. Holland reported

the establishment of fifteen departmental centers for grades
seven and eight.

This plan was chosen instead of the junior high

school plan which was much discussed because of certain local
problems.

In 1927 the question of the junior high school was

again raised by Superintendent O. L. Reid who, while saying much
in favor of this plan, believed that the time was not yet ripe.
In 1927 the length of the school day in the departmental
schools was increased and shop work and many other features ineluding exploratory courses were added.

Superintendent Guy

Whithead planned the present reorganization program and the year
1928 saw the first two junior high schools open.

They were High-

land and Eastern. 16
At present there are twenty-two junior high schools in Ken15. Cf. Judy, R. P., ~~~£&~nization of~££Eda~Edu£~!!~~,
a master's thesis on file at the University of Kentucky, 1929. p.
115.
Brom, R. T., HistoD:-of thLPu£li~~Q.ndar;t_§chools
a master's thesis on file at the University of Kentucky, 1955. pp. 92-95.

16.

Cf.

~f LouiAvill~_Kentuck~,

21
tucky, eight of which are in Louisville.
~

:

:

.

The junior high school not only represents a new type of
organization, it reflects a new philosophy.

It is an attempt

to adjust the school to the child, to provide for his present
as well as for his future needs, and to help the child find
himself and adjust himself.

Hence, in it are found the sincer-

est attempts to evolve a curriculum that is fitted to his nature.

It was the first organization to espouse the cause of a

reconstructed mathematics.

The tendencies evident in the think-

ing of experts have been adopted more whole heartedly by the
junior high school than by any other department of public education.

It has been less bound by tradition and less dependent

upon college entrance requirements than the senior high school
and more open to change than the elementary school.
In mathematics the most potent factor for determining the
curriculum of this new institution was the report of the Nationa1 Committee on Mathematical ftequirements which was published in
1925.

This committee, first appointed by the Mathematical Asso-

ciation of America in 1916, was finally given financial assistance by the General Education Board of New York.
have become classical.

Its findings

Some of the committee's outstanding mem-

bers were David Eugene Smith of Columbia University, E. H. Moore
of the University of Chicago, J. A. Foeberg of the State Department of Education of Pennsylvania, lialeigh Schorling of the Linco1n School, New York, and Vevia Blair of the Horace Mann School.
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This committee endorsed the junior high school type of reorganization and made specific recommendations for its curriculum.
Since constant reference will be made to its report, it will not
be necessary to elaborate upon its findings at this point.
From this brief sketch of the development of junior high
school mathematics the following trends are evident:
There has been a gradual pushing down to the secondary level
mathematics which was taught formerly only in higher education.
This necessitated a new approach in thB teaching of mathematics and hence fused or general courses came into being.
Obsolete topics in arithmetic were replaced with intuitive
geometry and simple algebra.
The junior high school readily adopted these changes since
its philosophy stressed the psychological nature of the child
rather than the logical nature of traditional subject-matter.
With this background in mind an attempt will next be made
to demonstrate that these general trends have found expression
in specific recommendations of experts concerning junior high
school mathematics.
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TRENDS IN THE THEORY OF

T~ACHING

JUNIOR HIGH SUHOOL MATHEMATICS

Introduction to Chapter
The foregoing chapter traced junior high school
through its early development period.

ma~hematics

The present chapter at-

tempts to delineate certain features of contemporary opinion and
establish them as trends, thus continuing to lay a background
against which to evaluate present practices in junior high school
mathematics in Kentucky.
This is a justifiable arrangement since trends arising out
of the natural evolution of conditions are first voiced in the
opinions of far-seeing individuals and next become recognized in
actual practice.

The chapter which follows this present one takes

up this last step.
Needless to say, opinions of experts do not always agree.
However, certain factors have been so constantly pointed out
that their position as trends in thought cannot well be questioned.

Even if the experts disagree on what expressions these trends

should assume they generally share common beliefs that outweigh
their differentiated modes of attack.

This chapter/while attempt-

ing to cite the common elements of these opinions will, at the
same time, attempt to show the varying ways which experts ~ropose
25

r
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that these trends be applied.
Certain sources have been carefully studied in ascertaining
these trends.

Naturally they were the sources most likely to

yield the desired information, principally as regards junior
high school mathematics and the junior high school situation in
general.

These sources will be referred to in the sections to

which they relate but speCial mention is due those most frequently referred to.

They were:
Books

The

R~or~anizatioB-of !§!h~m~ti~in_££co~Q~Z~~~~1i£n,

a report of the National Committee on Mathematical Requirements
of the Mathematical Association of America.

The writer was

fortunate in obtaining a copy of the original publication as it
apFeared in 1925.

Since that is now out of print, all page ref-

erences are to the partial reprint of 1927 published by Houghton
Mifflin Company.
The

I~~QQ£k§

of the

Nation~l

Council

of_Te~ch~~_£f_Ma1h~

matic£ from the first (now out of print) which was published in

1926 to the ninth which appeared in 1954.
High.Sqhoo! Curri£ulB!-Reorganizat!9n a report of the NorthCentral Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools, published
by that organization in 1955.
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PeriodicaJrs
The

Mathemat~cs_tea££~,

from 1917 to the present time.

~l~ig_Qf th~Q~~~~~~<Qf~~£Qng~IZ_£chQQ1_fKin£iQ~1~,

of January, 1956.
In addition to these principal sources there are many more
in which usable material was found less frequently for this
study but which were carefully studied in ascertaining the trends.

The Trend Toward Fusion
One of the most significant trends in education to-day is
toward fusion of subject matter.

As it concerns junior high school

mathematics, it began first as a movement to unite algebra and
geometryl, and then was extended to include arithmetic, trigonometry, statistics, and to a more limited extent, physics.

Now the

same movement has found expression in a growing tendency to unite
all the various fields of subject matter into large social-psychological units.

The underlying causes of this tendency are

based on a theory of integration which cannot be fully discussed
here.

It is but the purpose of this section to direct the reader's

attention to some expert opinion about the implications of this
movement for junior high school mathematics.
The National Committee on Mathematical Requirements recog1.

Cf.

Chapter II.

r
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nized this tendency only in so far

as.~t

several branches of a single subject.

implied the uniting the

It stated: nIn recent years

there has developed among many progressive teachers a very sig,

nificant movement a.ay from the older rigid divisions into "subjects" such as arithmetic, algebra, and geometry, each of which
shall be completed before another is begun, and toward a rational
breaking down of the barriers separating these subjects, in the
interest of an organization of subject matter that will offer a
psychologically and pedagogically more effective approach to the
study of mathematics. n2
Mr. E. R. Breslich of the University of Chicago argued for
a general course in mathematics as early as 1915.

In 1933 he

summed up the advantages of such an arrangement in the following
terms:

:

"1.

I

2.

~

'Z

v.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

When several subjects are touched upon it is
possible to arouse the interests of a large
number of pupils.
Psychological arrangement is facilitated.
Complexity may be gradually increased.
Pupil progress may be gradually assimilated.
Abstract processes in algebra may be made
concrete by use of geometric material.
Provision is made for repetition and reviews.
Pupil resourcefulness is increased.
Measured results seem to favor the plan. u3

Mr. W. D. Reeve, an outstanding writer in the field of
2. National Committee on Mathematical Requirements, The Re2!gani z~1io!!. o;L.M.~1hema~i£'!Li!LQ~2.!!dar;y_Educa till, Reprint,
Houghton Mifflin Company, New York, 1927. pp.16-17.
5.

Breslich, E. R., "The Changing Curriculum u , Mathematic§
XXVI:6 (October, 1935) p.545.

!~~,
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secondary mathematics, stated the case for general courses as
follows:

"My proposal is that wherever conditions permit we ar-

range our mathematics so that we shall not have courses in al,

: .

gebra, geometry, or in trigonometry, as such, but a definitely
arranged and psychologically ordered course in ~hemati~."4
Marie Gugle, former president of the National Council has
this to say: "The unified or general mathematics, as reorganized for the junior high school, is far more satisfactory and
effective than the old plan of arithmetic in grades seven and
eight, and algebra in the ninth. n5
More recently this tendency has been manifest in organizing all or nearly all instruction in a school grade around
great central units which cut across all subject lines.

A dis-

cussion of the actual practice along this line will be postponed
to a later chapter and only expert opinion will be referred to
here.
To quote from the Committee on the Orientation of Secondary
Education: "The traditional curriculum, which breaks up knowledge
into separate compartments instead of drawing at any time upon
any part of it which suits the pupil's needs, is neither in accord with the laws of learning nor the function of the school.

,-------4.

Reeve, W. D., "The Case for General Mathematics". Mathe(November, 1922). pp.581-91.

~ics-1~~~, XV:7

5.

Gugle, Marie, "Revision of College Preparatory Mathematics",
M~~~~I~~heI, XXIX:6 (October, 1926).
pp.B21-28.
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We need a new curriculum-one consci&usly designed and organized
to serve the purpose of the school in the best way.n6

The fact

that this committee accepted the question of fusion as

o~e

of

the ten major issues of secondary education is enough to establish its place as a trend of significance.
In summary, it may be said that fusion in expert opinion
ranges all the way from the uniting of two or more branches of
a single subject to complete abolition of subject matter lines.

Expert Opinion Regarding Content
While the fusicn tendency will, of course, affect content
it does not prescribe what actual teaching topics shall be included in courses.

This section attempts to cite instructional

materials in junior high school mathematics which experts consider appropriate for that level.
The most widely recognized authoritative statement regarding the content of junior high school mathematics came from the
National Committee on Mathematical Requirements.
criticism can be made of its recommendations.

Only one major

It did not make

provision for drill and remedial work in the fundamentals of arithmetic which present conditions make necessary.

In other

respects, it still stands as the outstanding commitment of experts

-----------------------of the Co~mit~_2n th~_Ori~ntation of. Seco~ry Ed~
y.~1i0!l·, Bulletin of--.:!!h~_J2~12artment....2.f_.e.~!!darl §£hool.J2:"nci~ls,
XX:59 (January, 1956). p.258.
6.

~ort
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in the field.
Very wisely the committee did not go into great details or
designate the order of topics but presented five plans, not recommending one as superior to another.
n

They were:

Plan A

~~

Ye~: Appli~ations of arithmetic, particularly in such
lines as relate to the home, to thrift, and to the various
school subjects; intuitive geometry.
~~nd Ye~: Algebra; applied arithmetic, particularly in such
lines as relate to commercial, industrial and social needs.
la1£d Ye~E: Algebra; trigonometry; demonstrative geometry.

Plan B
Fi~~1~~:

Applied arithmetic (as in plan A); intuitive

geometry.
£~~d Ye~rL

Algebra; intuitive geometry; trigonometry.
Third Year: Applied arithmetic; algebra, trigonometry, demonstrative geometry.
Plan C

l~

Year: Applied a~ithmetic (as in plan A); intuitive
geometry; algebra.
2!£~d YeaF: Algebra; intuitive geometry.
Third Year: Trigonometry; demonstrative geometry; applied
ari thmeti c.
Plan D
Eirst Year: Applied arithmetic (as in plan A); intuitive
geometry.
Second y~: Intuitive geometry; algebra.
T~ird-X~: Algebra; trigonometry; applied arithmetic. n7
These plans were made with the assumption that elective
o

work would not begin until the tenth grade and that the above
should be required of all students.

-----------7. National Committee on Mathematical Requirements, The Reorg apJ g ti !!!Lo f Ma t~~!'£Lin_.§e co nd~U2!g u ca t!.e.n, Rep ri nt,
Houghton Mifflin Company, New YOrk, 1927. pp. 41-42.

.
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Another authoritative r8commendation concerning the content of junior high school mathematics came from the Committee
on Standards for Use in the Reorganization of Secondary School
Currucula in 1933. 8

This committee of the North-Central Asso-

ciation of Colleges and Secondary

~choo1s

has been working on

the content of secondary school studies for more than twelve
years.

The sub-committee on mathematics was under the direc-

tion of Dr. Kaleigh Schorling.

The findings of this committee

were placed in the hands of a reviewing committee of eminent
authorities before being published.
The materials were chosen or rejected as they met or fai1ed to meet the aims set forth in the Cardinal Objectives of Secondary Education and were divided into the following elements
from the standpoint of the pupil:"(A) Acquiring fruitful knowledge.

(E) Developing interests, motives, ideals, attitudes,

and appreciations.

(e) Developing mental techniques in memory,

imagination, judgement, and reasoning.
of conduct and useful skills.

II

(D) Acquiring right habits

The actual curriculum materials

suggested by this report are in such detail that it would be impossible to reproduce all them here but certain general statements can be made.

The content for the seventh grade includes

percentage and its application, intuitive geometry, simple
statistics, and a considerable amount of informational arithmetic
including topics on the relation of mathematics to health, invest-

8.

North-Central Association of Colleges and ~econdary Schools,
~!.Kh SchOOLCU!;:!..Q.~lu~-B.~K§:.!!~~tiQ.!!' ed. L. W. Webb, The AssoCiation, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1935. Chapter XIV.
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mant, architecture, and to the general development of mankind.
The content for the eighth grade includes variation, ratio
and proportion, scale drawing, positive and negative numbers,
simple trigonometry, the Pythagorean theorem, informational arithmetic stressing business forms and practices, statistics,
and the appreciation side of mathematics with special applications to certain vocations.
The content for the ninth grade includes a major portion
of algebra of a very practical nature, together with numerical
trigonometry, statistics of a type more advanced than that found
in the previous courses, and numerical computation with approximate data.

The Trend Toward Quantitative Thinking
As Opposed To Manipulation
There is a marked tendency toward teaching important concepts and away from meaningless manipulation.

Not that anyone

argues for a discontinuation of drill work but this as an end
in itself without basic understanding is rapidly losing its
former hold upon secondary mathematics.
Judd has been one of the outstanding critics of the traditional mathematics of the secondary school on this score.

He

believes that basic understandings have been woefully neglected
as the following quotation will show: "I am told that the school
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should teach children to make changa, measure wall paper and how
to tell time and that sections of arithmetic should be devoted
to these specific topics, but I look in vain for any appreciation
of the fact that the school ought to lead pupils who have only a
hazy and unsystematic notion of the world to see the value of arrangement and order in all thinking and to cultivate the general
idea of regularity and precision. n9
The National Committee on Mathematical Requirements stated:
nContinued emphasis throughout the course must be placed on the
development of ability to grasp and utilize ideas, processes,
and principles in the solution of concrete problems rather than
on the acquisition of mere facility or skill in manipulation. nlO
In special reference to manipulation as opposed to quantita ti ve thinking in algebra, ,John P. Everett states in the
~th

ill-

Yearbook: nHe who has been exposed only to the routine of

repetition or whose experiences have been limited to repetition
of numbers or to manipulative tasks may see in algebra na bag
of tricks." Many, alas, have gone no further."ll

- -------------9. Judd, Charles H., "The Fallacy of Treating School Subjects
as Tool Subjectsn, ~~cted Topic~~Te~ing Mathematics:
Third Yearbook of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematic~, 1928. p.7.

--------------------------10. !h.LReo£,ganiza tion
p. 14.

0

------------------------

f Ma thema ti cs in Se.Q.ongarz E£Y£a ti.2!!1

11.

Everett, John P., "Algebra and Mental Perspective", The
Yearbook of the Nat~o~l C£gncil
9.LTe£l£.hers of ..Ma them§. ti£,s, 1952. p. 28.
~aching~Algeb~_2~enth
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E. R. Hedrick, former president of the American Mathematical Society, put the case for conceptual mathematics even
stronger: "If you, the teachers of mathematics, do not do these
things, if formal symbolistic exercises continue to shut out
the real mathematics for which they are only a preparation, then
mathematics in the schools is doomed, doomed by your own acts. n12
As a part of the Eight-Year Study of The Progressive Education Association, the Committee on Evaluation have done outstanding work in organizing source units and suitable tests which
emphasize mathematics as a way of thinking.

They have definitely

attempted to relate mathematics to the general objectives of education by stressing functional thinking, stLtistics, and the nature of proof.

They have relegated manipulation to a position

secondary to these fundamental objectives and while they consider
their work tenative, it is a long step toward relating quantitative thinking to the important issues of life. 15

The Trend Toward Utilitarianism
A statement of this trend should be made with a word of
caution.

To some, "utilitarianism" means teaching only those

12. Hedrick, E. R., nCrises in Economics, Education, and Mathematics", Mathematics T~che~ XXIX:5 (March, 1956). p. 114.
15. Progressive Education Association, M.!U~tiQ'§', Report of
the Mathematics Group of the Summer Institute of 1956, Bulletin
No. 591, Committee on ~valuation in the Eight-Year Study, Ohio
State University, Columbus, Ohio, 1956.
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skills and facts in

m~thematics

or any other so called "tool

subject" that the "man in the street" has been found to use in
his daily pursuits.

Most assuredly, this is one part of it and

expert opinion would not deny that this is true.

However, the

tendency toward utilitarianism is much broader than this conception.

Education is an investment made by society for per-

petuating and improving its effectiveness, and in the light of
this fact society expects returns from its investment commensurable with the amount expended.

To educate the individual

merely for his own advantage over his fellows is an idea utterly

foreign to the intention of society.14

Since society is

concerned primarily about the making of citizens as such and
not primarily the making of individuals, "utilitarianism" should
simply mean the tendency to make mathematics function in society
rather than to confine it to cloistered walls.

In secondary edu-

cation, this means that the school should be concerned with its
own courses primarily rather than to consider them merely a preparation for more advanced courses.
The Report of the National Committee on Mathematical Requirements stated: "In the junior high school, comprising grades
seven, eight, and nine, the course should be planned as a unit
with the purpose of giving each pupil the most valuable mathematical training he is capable of receiving in those years, with

55
little or no regard for courses which he mayor may not take

15
in succeeding years. n
Mr. Breslich, in speaking of the junior high school mathematics curriculum, said: nSuch material should be selected as
proves its worth by actual service in the life of the pupil and
such facts should be included as the pupil needs in his other
studies. n16
E. R. Hedrick recently declared: "There was a slogan of education that is now half-forgotten in the wilter of opposing
propaganda.

It is that education, properly speaking, is prep-

aration for life, or, indeed, life itself.

For such a program

I have hearty sympathy.n 17

The Trend Toward Emphasis Upon The Concept Of Function
No student of the literature of secondary mathematics can
deny that the concept of function merits a place among the growing tendencies in secondary m&thematics.

Since in a dynamic

30-

ciety, factors are subject to change, the inter-dependence of
these factors, as they change, expressed quantitatively is one
of the chief, if not

16.

~

chief contribution which mathematics

Breslich, E. R., "Junior High School Mathematics", Schopl
XXVIII:5 (May, 1920) • • 574.

~evi~,

17.

Hedrick, E. h., Ope cit. p.e.

r
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has to offer to society.
For many years the concept of function in secondary mathematics was confined to manipulation of algebraic formulas and
to graphical representation of these formulae in a symbolic
setting.

At present the trend is toward employing function to

explain concrete social and economic and physical phenomena as
the following quotations will show.
E. R. Hedrick challenged the teachers of secondary mathematics in no uncertain terms.

He said: "Have you, will you,

teach how quantities may be related to other quantities, in
the actual world, in preference to many pages of formalized
problems in factoring?n 1 8

w.

D. Reeve declared in the

f.2..y.!:~h

Ye.2:.!:book: "A signif-

icant trend in the teaching of algebra, not yet fully realized,
but well under way is to put meaning into the subject by replacing the emphasis upon formal symbolism by the function concept. n19

The National Committee on Mathematical

Re~uirements

stated:

nThe one great idea which is best adapted to unify the course is
that of the functional relation.
18.

The concept of a variable and

Hedrick, E. R., Ope cit. p. 115.

19.
Reeve, W. D., "Significant Trends in the United States",
.§.i.&n.ifi '£!ill.LQ h a!l~§.~n d_1.!:~!gilL.i!L th ~_ T e ~.£h i M_ 0 f .J:i.§: th e~.:th~
Ih.!:Qughout_th~~Q£ld_§ig.£~_l~lO:_FoQ.!:!h_X~§rbQQk_Qf_!he_~~!iQ!l
~l~QYn£il~f-1~~che~of Ma!hem~1i£~, 1929. p. 160.
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of the dependence of one variable upon another is of fundamental
importance to everyone. n20

The course referred to here was that

of the junior high school level.

This report goes on to say that

no theory of function need be taught but that there should be an
abundance of concrete illustration as to how one factor is affected by another.
Definitions of function are many and range all the way from
highly technical phrases to the simple one I propose here.

!

Suggestions of how this concept may be taught are fully
treated in a proposed course of study in the Ninth Yefirbook. 21
Some of the ways suggested in this source are:
(1) By

~aby1ation

of related data in such a way as

to bring out the correspondence.
(2) By

~ubsti1Y!1£a

in and transposition of formulas.

(3) By g£2Ehica1 reRresent&tlon of formulas and of
related series of data.
(4) By the pri££i£le of congruence.
(5) By the use of the trigono~ric_fun£~io~.

(El) By use of the .Enhag£rean Theorem.
20.
Th~_Re£~gani~ati~~f_M~~h~~ati£~-i~_§~£gda~z_~£B£~~i£~,
p. 15.
21.

~lati£ga1 ~LFuncti~a1

H~i.o na1_ C0.1ill ~1.1

.thinking,;..

Ninth_Yegbo£k-2.Lth~

0 f J~.§;£.h e J:§.--2.i_M a t.h2J.l:.~ti£.§., 1934.
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( 7) By i n'y:~ r s e .!H!£...Jli r ~.Q.LE.!:.Q.p 0 r t i o!!..
(8) By Aimilarity of geometric figures.
(9) By

~cale

drawing.

(10) By use of the .Q.QQ.Q.~Qt of sym~~.
Thus, it may be seen that junior high school mathematics
proviaes abundant opportunity for teaching this important concept and also that it need not be confined to any particular
branch of mathematics.

The Trend Toward Providing For Individual Differences
One has only to survey modern educational literature to be
convinced that educators are agreed that the provision for individual differences is a definite tendency.
Mort 22 points out the fact that the great ideal of equality
of educational opportunity is a farce without an attempt to provide for the individual needs and abilities of pupils.

His is

one of the most comprehensive treatments yet published on the
subject and abounds in suggestions of a practical nature.
While the teacher is one of the most important factors in
making individual adjustments, much responsibility rests with
the course of study.
22.

Mort, Paul R.,

Ql~~~Scho~l,

To quote Otto: "When teachers are called
.TI!.!L~!!.£iYidual_Pupil

Ame~ican

i!'!.-th~_J~~!!~me!!!_.Q.f

Book Company, New York, 1928. pp.17-25
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upon to cover specifically outlined

~nits

of the course of study

in a specified time, or when teaching methods are prescribed in
detail, there is little time or opportunity to teach children,
each according to his particular needs. ft25
Thus, flexibility should be an important characteristic of
the course of study.
Further, expert opinion indicates that definite provision
should be made in the course of study for both retarded and accelerated groups.

To quote from the Ninth Yearbook of the De-

partment of Superintendence: ftIt is estimated that the most
gifted child will in comparison with the least gifted child of
the same age do six times as much in the same time or do the
same amount with less than a sixth as many errors. fl24

The Trend Toward Unit Organization of Subject Matter
Closely allied with provision for individual differences
is unit organization of subject matter.
The unit has become such an integral part of modern educational theory that it is scarcely necessary to present proof
of its status as a trend.
25.

Otto, Henry J.,

While the preponderance of expert

ElementarY-2£ho£~Qrgani~~~iQE

,Appleton-

Century Company, New York, 1934.
24. Morrison, H. C., The P~actic~_£f_Te~~higK-ig~h~_Se~QgQ~Z
QShool~, The University of Chicago Press, Chicago, Second Edition,
1931. pp.24, 25.
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opinion favors unit organization, there is wide disagreement as
to what constitutes a unit.

1-

Morrison defines a unit as: " .••• a comprehensive and significant aspect of the environment, of an organized science, of
an art, or of conduct, which being learned results in an adaptation in

')5

personality."~

Harap stresses the characteristic of describing experiences
as contrasted to setting forth subject matter as an essential of
the unit. He also states:

I1It should reproduce life situations

and utilize materials in the classroom as they occur in life. It
should include much pupil activity and involve a variety of.direct
sense experiences. The pupils should be brought into friendly,
informal relations.

11

26

Caswell and Campbell, after reviewing the above definitions
'-

')

and a number of others, conclude that the term ,"unit l1 is used in
two broad senses. Some writers ,they believe, consider the unit

$

a mere division of subject matter. Such a unit might be further
placed in one of the following sub-types; topical unit, generalization unit, or a unit that explains a significant aspect of

c~-

ture or environment. Other writers consider the unit as being experiential and that it is,for the pupil,either a center of
a pupil purpose or one meeting a pupil need.

intene~

r7

E5~ Mo;;~;n~-H. C~-The-EK~1ic~~f_l~~£higg_i~~h~_Q~££gQ~Kl
The University of Chicago fress, Second Bdition,193l,p~24:.

.QQhQ,Q.J,.,

~b. t: a rap, Henry, 1.h.~-1.~hnis..B~_£K_.QJJ.KE.i£l:!J:.:!:!!!!._M.~f.i!!g, 'i'h e Macmillan
Company, New York, 1928. p. 273.

27. Caswell, H.L. c.nd Ca.mpbell, D.S. , .Q.1!ITic.1!lJJ.~_.Q.§'yelQ.l2~.§nt,
American Book Company, New York, 1955. Chapter XV.
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Breslich's characteristics of a unit are especially pertinent as they were formulated with special reference to mathematics.

He says of the unit:

"(a) It is a body of closely related facts and principles so organized as to contribute to the understanding
of an important aspect of the course.
(b) It must be possible to present the unit as a whole,
in a form so concise as to give the learner a clear conception of it before he undertakes the study of it.
(c) The objectives must be so definitely stated that
they are clear not only to the teacher but also to the pupil.
The learning product must be known.
(d) All pupils properly qualified to take the course
must be able to master the minimum essentials necessary and
sufficient to attain a complete understanding of the unit.
In addition to this minimum, the unit must contain supplementary material to allow freedom in adapting the work to
the individual differences of the pupils.
(e) It must be possible to devise tests which s~§ure
objective evidence of the understanding of the unit."

I

Thus it is evident that there are wide differences as to
what constitutes a unit.

The following characteristics, how-

ever, seem to the author to be compatible with those given by
at least most of the experts:
Psychological rather than logical arrangement.
Definitely stated objectives.
Work adjusted to the individual differences of
the pupils.
The idea of completeness or wholeness.

R.,

"The Unit in Mathematics", lY..!!!Q.!:-S~ni2.!:
[igh_Sch~ol_CI~ing Ho~~, XXIV:2 (February 1951) pp.521 ff.
28.

Breslich, E.
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The Trend Toward Assuming Responsibility For
Emotionalized Attitudes and Ideals
While this tendency is not peculiar to mathematics it has
not escaped, nor should it escape its influence.

Briggs has had

much to say on this subject and included its acceptance or rejection as a major issue of secondary education.

The Committee

on Orientation argued irrefutably for education's assuming responsibility for attitudes and ideals and it may be truthfully
said that this is a basic assumption underlying the progressive
education program in this country and throughout the world.
Mathematicians have not dodged the issue, but they have been
slow to realize the full implications of it in actual practice.
To quote a mathematician of national reputation, W. D. Reeve declared: nWe need to give more attention to the influence of emotionalized attitudes in learning.n, and again: nWe should know
more about how such attitudes are developed and how they may reenforce our teaching. n29
In mathematics, the expression of this trend first took the
form of advocating an appreciation of mathematics and its contribution to the progress of mankind.

The National Committee's re-

port stated that all mathematical instruction should be permeated
with the idea of appreciation and divided thus into three parts:

29.

Reeve, W. D., Ope cit. p. 158.

r

I

I
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(One) Appreciation of beauty in

~he

geometric forms of

nature, art, and industry.
(Two) Ideals of perfection as to logical structure,
precision of statement and of thought, logical
reasoning, discrimination between true and false
etc. and
(Three) Appreciation of the power of mathematics •••• and
the role that mathematics and abstract thinking
in general have played in the development of civilization ••••••• "50
More recently, however, emotionalized attitudes are coming
to mean more than a mere appreciation of the usefulness of a
subject, they have come to imply a classroom setting that is
definitely planned for pupil participation, pupil leadership,
pupil exercise of the rights of democracy.

It is through activ-

ity, not passivity, that attitudes and ideals are formed.

To

again quote from the Committee of Orientation: "Since this process is always going on, it is clearly important for those who
present organized knowledge to be concerned about how it is going
on.

Attitudes are developed through all the

exp~rience~

and

activities of the child. n5l
Thus, in reviewing actual practice from progressive schools,
50. !£~~eo£K~ni!~~l£B_of~ath~~!lcs_in~~QndaKZ-~QB£~}l2B,
p. 15.
51.
"~E£K!_Qf_!he Co~mi!~~~~h~_~ri~n~~lion~f_§~£Qnd~KZ
Ed!!£ati.Q.!ln, p. 500.
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as will be done in the next chapter r and in evaluating practice
in Kentucky later on and in making recommendations for the improvement of practice we shall look for activities that are definitely planned for the purpose of forming emotionalized attitudes
and ideals as well as a mere statement of these as aims.

Summary Of The Trends As Expressed In Expert Opinion
The Trend Towars!2usion.

Many advo ca tes of fusion incl udm g

the National Committee would not extend this notion further than
combining the several branches of mathematics into unified courses.
Others including the Committee on Orientation believe that large
life-functioning units should be organized that would not recognize subjects as such but would draw upon all subjects as they
can contribute to the units.
~nds 1~-Expert~inio!!-li~~rdi!!K-Co!!te!!1.

Authorities

believe that the content of junior high school mathematics should
include arithmetic, intuitive geometry, algebra, trigonometry, and
demonstrative geometry.

They agree that algebra, intuitive geom-

etry and trigonometry apply in grades eight and nine but not in
grade seven.
geometry.

Here emphasis should be upon arithmetic and intuitive

Other than these, no recommendations were advocated in

preference to others as to grade placement.
Th~I~~S!_I£~~s!_Q~~!!1it~tiv~-lhinki~~~QQ££~ed_1£-ManiQ
Blati~.

No authority argues for dispensing with drill altogether,

but this without basic understanding should be eliminated as should
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work which has no virtue other than mental discipline.
The Trend TQward

Utili~~ri~i~.

considered in its broader sense.

Utilitarianism is to be

The Committee on Reorganiza-

tion believed that little regard should be had for future courses
and that the student should be given mathematics that is useful
to him and to society in the present.
Ihe-I..rJtlgLIQ.!i§1:Q~~ha.£i

s-IlE.Q.£ the Concept of FJ:!!!..£tiQ.!,!.

The

National Committee believed that this concept was of paramount
importance and should constitute the unifying factor in mathematics
teaching.

Other authorities are in agreement.

It has been shown

that there are ample opportunities for teaching function in all
the branches of mathematics at the junior high school level.
Th~1:~nd 1Q~~rd_ProvidinE_fQE_!!!£ividual_Qiff~E~!!£~'

cannot be left entirely in the hands of the Teacher.

This

She should

be equipped with a course of study which is flexible and which
provides materials simple enough, on the one hand, to be within
the reach of slow groups and enriched enough to challenge exceptional students, on the other.

Wherever possible separate courses

of study should be provided.
Th~!renQ_I~~rd_Qni1-0rg~i~1ion_Q.f_SuQl~ct_M~tt~.

While

many so-called 'units' would not stand up under careful scrutiny
the following characteristics are essential to this tendency:
psychological arrangement, definitely stated objectives, adjustment of the work to include all levels of ability, and the idea
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of wholeness.

~£~Ide~!~.

At first this tendency was expressed by merely
•
showing how mathematics contributes to the progress of man-

kind and attempting to build up an appreciation of this fact
together with a disciplinary drive on fixing in the pupil
such habits as neatness, orderliness, etc.

The tendency now

is toward accepting this responsibility in a broader sense.
The attempt should be made, it is proposed, to set up active
participation for the pupil in which desirable attitudes will
be brought about by the social situation thus created •

•
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CHAPT,C;f\. IV

TfiEND8 IN THE PRACTICE OF TEACHING
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL MATHEMATIGS
Introduction
Chapter III attempted to show that certain definite trends
are evident in expert opinion.

This chapter will try to show

that they are also evident in the actual practice of progressive
schools in this country and to give concrete illustrations.
It is not to be expected that these trends have been accorded equal consideration in actual practice.

Some have re-

ceived wide adoption while others have been recognized only by
a few schools and to a limited extent.
A number of sources have been studied in an attempt to detect the extent and nature of the application of these tendencies.
PrinCipal among these is the Office of Educb.tion's bulletin,
stru£~iQ~Ig_~athematl££,

of Secondary Education.

ll-

in connection with the National Survey
Also there were other survey studies

and a number of recent courses of study, which are used to illustrate the manner in which the trends are being put into actual
practice in progressive schools elsewhere than in Kentucky.
The reader is again reminded that the expression, "progressive schools" does not necessarily mean those connected with the
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Progressive Movement but simply

ref~rs

to schools which have

put into practice to a greater or lesser degree the implications
of these trends.
The fact that the schools represented in the National Survey are in this sense progressive is indicated by the following
statement in the monograph on mathematics from that survey: "This
report presents practices, therefore, in what may be considered
a selected group of schools in the United States.

Although anal-

ysis was made of all outlines submitted, the fact that a school
publishes its course of study and releases it for analYSis is indicative of efforts to produce a better course of study than obtains in the averhge school. nl
Of the courses of study directly referred to in this chapter, all but one have been published during or since 1930, and
nearly all represent revisions of previous courses.

'.
i

Other ma-

terials descriptive of the curriculum such as bulletins, articles

t

from periodicals, etc. have all been published during or since
1955.

I.
~

Such schools as those of Bronxville, New York; Lakewood,
Ohio; the State of Virginia; the Experimental School of Ohio
state University; the University of Wisconsin High School; and
the University of Chicago High School are well known for their
1. Lide, E. S., Lnst!E£~ion-I~_~the~~l~, Bulletin, 1932,
No. 13, Monograph No. 17, U. S. Office of Education, Washington,
D. C. Introduction.

r

I
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curriculum work.

The other schools re£erred to have done some-

thing in mathematics worthy of notice.

The Trend Toward Fusion
As stated in the foregoing chapter, one of the most characteristic attributes of junior high school mathematics is the
idea of fused or general courses.

The studies cited in this

section will demonstrate that this is true in actual practice as
well as in theory.
William Leonard Schaaf 2 examined eight series of textbooks
for junior high school mathematics which were in wide use through-

t-

,

I:

out the country as basic texts and accepted general mathematics
as the typical mathematics for the junior high school.
The National Survey5 indicates that out of forty-four courses

1-

of study examined for the seventh and eighth grades only seventeen
are still requiring arithmetic, and that even these so-called arithmetic courses contain much material that would be more fairly described as general mathematics.
In the ninth grade, the tendency is less pronounced although

Schaaf, W. L., A Course for Teachers of Junior £Ii~£c1!Q£1.
Contribution to Education No. 315, Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, New York, 1929.
2.

~hemati~§,

5.

Lide, E. S.,

Ope

cit. p. 21.
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readily evident.

McCormick 4 examined forty-one courses of study

in ninth grade mathematics and found that even at that time, 1929,
general mathematics was the prevailing type of mathematics in the
more progressive schools for that level.

He further found that

twelve most commonly used algebra texts for the ninth grade devoted an average of approximately one-fourth of their space to
other-than-algebra topics.
A few illustrations showing the varying extent to which fusion has taken place will be appropriate at this point.

The

Oklahoma 5 course of study for ninth grade algebra represents almost the minimum of fusion.

To a traditional arrangement of al-

gebra has been added a separate chapter on Trigonometry, one on
I~

Variation, and a few optional exercises in demonstrative geometry.

Little attempt has apparently been made to inter-relate the

various fields since all non-algebraic topics have been assigned
to separate chapters.
At the other extreme is the Virginia course 6 which offers
mathematics in the seventh and eighth grades only as a part of
large, general units which disregard all subject-matter lines.

-----------------4. McCormick, Clarence, ~Teac~n~_Q~~~~M~th~~ic~1a
the Seconda~ Schools of th~-Ynited~tat~, Contribution to Education No. 586, Bureau of Publications, Columbia University,
New York, 1929.
5. tlJgh_School-f9ur~~~_~Sty£~ in-M~h~~£!~~~, Bulletin #125A,
Department of Education, Oklahoma, 1952.
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For example, the eighth grade unit or center of interest is nAdaptation of Our Living Through
and Discoveries."

and Mechanical Inventions

This center of interest is divided up into

eleven problems corresponding to eleven aspects of social living.
The mathematics taught comes in only as it contributes along with
the other subjects to these problems.
Similarly, but in a more informal manner mathematics is utilized at the Ohio State University ~xperimental School? only as
it is needed by the pupil in carrying out some project.
These illustrations present the extremes.

Typically, junior

high school mathematics is taught as a separate subject but with

l-

I,

,

Soci~l

'

the various branches combined and inter-woven into a
course.

gener~l

To quote from the survey: nThe analysis of topics for

grades seven, eight, and nine has indicated a very considerable
correlation of arithmetic with algebra and intuitive geometry as
well as with the social and economic fields in which the fundamental processes are app1ied. uS

Content in Actual Practice
While the previous section showed the tendency toward fusion of mathematics, actual content materials were not consid-

?
Educational Research
February 12, 1956.
8.

~~~~~~!n

Lide, E. S., Ope cit. p.61.

of Ohio State

Universi~z,
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ered to any great extent.

This section will draw certain con-

elusions from the data presented regarding content in actual
practice.
Since the text-book is often the most closely followed guide
in actual practice, a brief resume of two studies of the content
of texts will be included at this point.

McCormick's study in-

c1uded an examination of general mathematics texts for the junior
high school grades seven and eight as compared with arithmetic
texts for the same grades.

He concluded: nThe junior high school

text-books for the grades now being considered contained about
the same amount of statistical graphs as the books written for
the eight-year elementary schoels.
was a very noticeable difference.

In every other branch there
Arithmetic dropped from an

average of about eighty per cent in the arithmetics of the e1ementary schools to about fifty-five per cent in the junior high
schoe1 text-books.

Algebra increased from five and ene-half per

cent to' fifteen and three-tenths per cent and intuitive geometry
from sixteen per cent to twenty-one and three-tenths per cent. n9
Mrs. David R. Davis reported a study of the content of ten
junior high school text-book series in 1951.

She found the fol-

lowing ranges in the percentages of space devoted to the various
branches fer grades seven, eight and nine:

----9.

McCermick, Clarence, Ope cit. p.6l.

M
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"Arithmetic
Algebra
•
Geometry
•
Trigonometry:
Graphs

·
·

26.10
55.58
11.97
0.00
8.54

to
to
to
to
to

58.89 percent
57.61
"ft
40.99
ft
12.66
"10
9.85

"

The National Survey included an analysis of forty courses
of study for seventh grade general mathematics and forty-two
for the eighth grade to ascertain in how many certain topics
appeared.

The table below is adapted from the one in the bulle-

tin of the Survey.

"

Topic:

Percentage of
Seventh Grade
Outlines Including the Topic:

Percentage of
Eighth Grade
Outlines Including the Topic:

Arithmetic:
Percentage------------------85------------------55
Fundamental Operations------55------------------31
Business--------------------75------------------58
Banking---------------------60------------------45
Home------------------------55------------------58
Community-------------------55------------------8l
Investments-------------------------------------71
Graphs----------------------68------------------51
Intuitive Geometry:
Direct Measurement----------78-------------------Areas, Circumferences,
Volumes------------------90------------------64
Numerical computations------55------------------55
Indirect Measurements---------------------------48
Construction----------------60-------------------Familiarity with Forms------40-------------------Algebra:
Formulas, meaning, use of---50------------------52
Positive and Neg. Nos.--------------------------45
~quations, use of-------------------------------8lu
11
(Note: No topic was included which appeared in less than
thirty per cent of the courses of study.)
10. Davis, Mrs. David R.: "A Comparative Study of Textbooks
in Junior High School Mathematics", Th~_liigh School, VIII,2
(February, 1951) pp. 103-114.
11.

Lide, E. S., Ope ci. p. 24. Adapted from table 9.
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Certain general conclusions

ma~

be drawn from the above

tabula tion:
(a) Arithmetic, except for community and investment
topics, is given more prominence in the seventh
grade and ldSS in the eighth.
(b) The simpler parts of intuitive geometry are presented in the seventh grade while indirect measurement, a more difficult topic is postponed until the eighth.
(c) Except for formulas, nearly all the algebra is
first presented in the eighth grade.
McCormick made a further study in content for grade nine both
in general mathematics and algebr& textbooks.
of the former and twelve of the latter.)
the mean percentages
the texts

b~

which different

(There were eight

The table below reveals
br~nches

are included in

ex~mined:

Algebras

"

General Mathematics

Ari thmetic
:----- 5.0-------------- 5.3
Statistics, computational:---- .0-------------- 1.1
Statistics, graphs
:------3.9-------------- 3.6
Algebra
:-----76.0--------------58.2
Algebra, graphs
:----- 4.6-------------- 5.3
Geometry, intuitive
:----- 6.2--------------22.5
Geometry, demonstrative :----- 0.0-------------- 1.8

Trigonoaetn

:-----~~--------------~12

99.9

99.9

Summary
Junior high school mathematics includes arithmetic in di-

..

minishing amounts from the seventh grade through the ninth grade.
Intuitive geometry is presented and given considerable treatment
12.

McCormick, Clarence, Ope cit. p. 71.
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in the seventh grade and less in the eighth.

The more dif-

ficult topics are left for the eighth and ninth grades.
direc~

In-

measurement began in the eighth.

In the ninth grade, McCormick's study showed twenty-five
per cent, approximately, of non-algebraic topics in the

~lgebra

texts, and forty per cent non-algebraic topicS in the general
mathematics text.

Principal among these non-algebraic topics

is intuitive geometry.

Other topics included in the ninth grade

are graphs, demonstrative geometry, and trigonometry.
The recommendations of the National Committee on Mathematieal Requirements have been put into practice to a remarkable
extent as far as content is concerned.

The Trend Toward Quantitative Thinking
As

Op~osed

To

Mani~ulation

Generally speaking this tendency is more evident in opinion than in actual

pr~ctice.

However, more and more attention

is being given to this question, and there is every evidence
that in time practice will approach theory in this respect.

The

more recent courses of study are already giving attention to this
important idea.
For example, in the preface to the Beaumont, Texas course

I~

of study the following statement appears: "An attempt has been

i

made to consider the general uses of mathematics to the general
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run of people-largely the interpretation of function and the
ability to do quantitative thinking. nIB
In personal correspondence with the author of this

thesi~

Dr. Maurice L. Hartung of the University of Wisconsin School of
Education, an educator at present active in the Eight-Year Experimental Program of the Progressive Education Association,
stated: "In my own classes in recent years the emphasis has
tended more and more toward generalized objectives.

In algebra

the emphasis is upon inductive reasoning and understanding of
the scientific method. n

This statement represents a trend away

from mechanical drill toward quantitative-mindedness.
George A. Boyce of the Bronxville High School of Bronxville,
New York, has done the most outstanding piece of work along this
line.

After several preliminary editions which have served in

actual practice, his units are now available in regularly published form under the title: "Quantitative Thinking Series for
Junior High Schools."

In his preface to unit one he states:

nThe point of view behind this experimental work has been to prepare a course in quantitative thinking which would not only be
interesting but which would actually meet the real needs of boys
and girls of to_day.n 14

13. ~th~~~1i~ FO~_~Yni£K~igh-££hQQls, Beaumont, Texas, City
Schools. Preface.
14.

Boyce,

George A., and Beatty, Willard W.,

~1h~~tic~Qf

~~Z£~ifel-~uanti1ati~_!hirrking_2~ries fQ£~YniQ£-Righ
£choQ~,

Bronxville, New York, School Store, 1955.

~---.~-----------------------
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The Boston1 5 course of study places emphasis upon developing of "number sense" by adapting drill work to practical situations and by encouraging accurate conceptions of answers by
reverse multiplication,

checking all results, and by estimating

answers.
The National Survey analyzed the objectives in the courses
of study obtained and found that well over half of them included
as an aim the "Knowledge and Power to Apply Mathematical Concepts."16

These concepts included: concepts of mathematical

laws; number sense; symbolic notation; mathematical terms; and
others.

The Trend Toward Utilitarianism
The National Survey17 shows that out of forty-seven courses
in mathematics for grade seven, forty-seven for grade eight, and
forty-one for grade nine, those listing as an objective, "specific
knowledge useful in life", were thirty-seven, thirty-four, and
twenty-eight respectively.

This is in sharp contrast to the num-

ber of courses offering as an objective, "preparation for later
courses".

These were only five for the seventh, five for the

eighth, and four for the ninth.

16.

Lide, E. S.,

17.

Cf., Lide, E. S.,

OPe

cit. p. 19.
Ope

cit. p. 19.
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The emphasis on utility is

fu~ther

tical topics included in the outlines.

evinced by the many pracFifty-three per cent of

them included a unit of mathematics in the home, sixty per cent
on banking, and seventy-three per cent on business practice in
grades seven. 18
Not only were these topics frequent but also much was made
of the practical application of mathematics in social problems.
To quote from summary of the Survey: "In both arithmetic and general mathematics there is considerable application of mathematics
to such economic and social uses as are afforded in the community
and the business world. n19
At the Experimental School of the Ohio State University usefulness is the major criteria.

Examples from a description of

seventh grade activities will be quoted to illustrate this:
"Two boys determined how to arrange seats and tables
for 200 persons in a room of given size for a program of
known content.
Two girls determined how many pounds of seed were
needed to resow an area of the physical education playground.
Two boys constructed a device to determine the value
of, and two devices to determine the area of a circle.
Four boys constructed graphs, recording the data of
heights and weights of the seventh grade group.
Two girls in the~c study of a social science problem
constructed a graph."
18.

Ibid. p. 24.

19.

Ibid. p. 67.

20. Educational Research Bulletlll, Ohio State University,
(Febr~y, 1956) p. 59.
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There still exists

considerabl~

emphasis upon the disci-

plinary values of mathematics, but there is unquestionably a
gradual breaking away from the notion that mathematics must be
diffucult for difficulty's sake and also that secondary education must be molded for the select few who will pursue higher
education.

The Trend Toward

~mphasis

Upon The

Concept of Function
Practice has been slow to follow theory in this respect.
To quote from the Survey: nExcept for the development of the
function concept, the objectives formulated by the National
Committee seem to have exerted considerable influence on those
appearing in local outlines. n2l
Several quite recent outlines have, however, given careful
consideration to this conept.
Dr. E. R. Breslich 22 , of the University of Chicago, in describing the junior high school course offered in the University
High School mentioned functional thinking as one of the chief
features of the course.

He has devised a comprehensive test by

which to measure functional thinking under the following divisions:

21.

Lide, E. S., Ope cit. p.20.

22. Breslich, E. R., nMathematics for Grades Seven, Eight and
Nine", ~cho§Jl Science and Math~tic.§., XXXV (May, 1935) pp.526-556.
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one, recognizing relationships;

two~,how

a change of one vari-

able in a formula affects the others; three, interpreting graphs;
four, changes in equations; five, reorganizing linear and quadratic equations; six, dependence in formulas;

seven, variation;

eight, expressing relationships in mathematical symbols.
test is devised for use in grades from nine to twelve.

The
However,

some of the parts may well be used for lower grades.
A recent bulletin on mathematics from the State of Washingtion 25 which was prepared under the direction of L. O. Swenson
presents a thorough treatment of the subject.

The following

topics are treated: the notion of dependence; the ratio method
of showing relationship between two quantities; direct variation;
inverse variation; other types of variation such as variation
in proportion to squares and cubes.

Some of the recent textbooks

are including the subject of dependence or function with reference
to concrete problems.

The criticism might be made that the con-

oept is usually confined to a single chapter rather than being
interwoven into the entire offerings.

The Trend Toward Providing For Individual Differences
The National Survey included a study of provisions for individual differences as they exist in actual practice.

A ques-

tionnaire was sent out regarding devices for providing for in23.
!_t~for Re~rganization~_lilg~2£hoo1~£~~ti£~, State
of Washington, 1955.
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dividua1 differences and eight thousand five hundred and

n~nety-

four forms were accepted for tabulation.
There were twenty-eight provisions for individual differences to be checked.

These were later combined so as to form

but seven: homogeneous grouping; special classes; plans characterized by the unit assignment; scientific study of problem
cases; variation in pupil load; out-of-schoo1 projects and
studies; and advisory and guidance programs.

To quote from the

Survey: nOf the seven, the first three-homogeneous grouping,
special classes, and the unit assignment-have been found to be
the core elements in a typically successful program to provide
for individual differences. n24
While the first two of these are administrative measures,
all three of them have definite and weighty implications,for
the curriculum.

If homogeneous grouping is to be practiced,

certainly the curriculum should be affected and the same is true
for special classes.

The idea of unit assignment

~!

be taken

cognizance of by the curriculum.
The Survey further revealed that in mathematics for grades
1

I

~ ,

seven, eight and nine, the respective percentages of schools segregating classes according to ability were ninety-six, eightynine, seventy-four and that in no other subject except English
24. Billett, Roy 0., f~~yisi~~foI-l~diYi£~l_Diff~~~£~~,
M§£king and Promotio~, Bulletin, 1932. No. 17, Monograph No. 13,
U. S. Office of Bducation.
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was ability grouping so extensively'practiced.

The Trend Toward Unit Organization of Subject-Matter
As stated in an early chapter, most so-called units would
not qualify under the strictest definitions of "unit," and yet
any attempt to break away from logical arrangement of subjectmatter in favor of psychological arrangement is tending toward
unit organization.
Out of fifty-seven courses of study included in the Survey25,
sixteen were declared to be organized

accor~ing

to the unit plan

but over half of the entire number were adjudged psychologically
arranged rather than logically.
Schaaf's questionnaire study of 152 schools and systems
found that forty-six per cent of the respondents considered their
courses arranged according to the psychological plan and an equal
percentage reported their arrangement as logical.

Eight per cent

were doubtful.
The Pennsylvania course of study of 1927 26 divided the content of junior high school mathematics into its logical branches
of arithmetic, algebra, intuitive geometry and trigonometry.
This represents almost the minimum of unit organization.
25.

Lide, E. S.,

Ope

It is

cit. pp. 9, 10.

26.
COQ~~~f_£tu~n
1927.

Mathematics~_X~~~YII-IIlL-E~npsylyani~,
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distinctly logical.
A course which shows some advance in this respect but
which by no means represents the maximum of psychological arrangement is that of Houston, Texas. 27

Some of the "units"

are "Measurements," "Graphs," and "Geometry in Architecture."
The South Dakota course 28 recognizes the need for childadjusted divisions of subject-matter and hence goes a step
further and subdivides the large teacher units into pupil units
with aims in terms of pupil accomplishments.
For a fourth illustration of unit organization, reference
will again be made to the Bronxville course.

The following ap-

pear good examples from actual practice of psychological units
within a subject-matter area:
"The Financial Relationships of Children to Parents.
The Economics of Health.
The Economics of Leisure.
~9
Measuring Land, Sky, and Sea."~

! ~-

An example of larger and more comprehensive units cen be
found in the Virginia courS8 of study already referred to.

29.

Boyce, George A., and Beatty, Willard W.,

Ope

cit. p.4.
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The Trend Toward Assuming Responsibility For
Emotionalized Attitudes And Ideals
There is still a preponderance of factual material in
junior high mathemhtics in actual practice and a paucity of
planning for emotionalized attitudes and ideals.

One is

startled, in examining the objectives tabulated in the Survey,
to find that even those attitudes and ideals which mathematics
has boasted of fostering are mentioned only in a few courses.
The one mentioned most frequently, "precision of thought and of
statement", is included on the objectives of less than one-third
of the outlines and one as socially important as "Interest in
the Nature of Community Expense" is mentioned in less than onefifth of the outlines. 50
There are, of course, exceptions in individual situations.
The Indianapolis course 3l devotes an entire introductory chapter to traits of character and personality.
formalized and lacking

~n

The treatment, if

practical suggestions, is vastly to

be preferred to no treatment at all.
The Lakewood, Ohio, course provides numerous activities in
connection with the various units which ought to aid in the de-

30.

Lide, E. S., p. 19.

51.
COJ:!.!:~_£.f StudL-in Ma them.!.1i£2.L_~lilliQr High
Yi§i££L-Se££n£~K~cho~, Indianapolis, 1954.

Scho£.1.J21-
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velopment of these atti tudes an,d ideals.

For example, under

unit one, nThe Origin of Mathematics and a Review of the Fundamentals,n the child's own experiences in learning to use
figure~

are hooked up with the development of number in the

early civilizations and in primitive civilizations of today.
Suggested activities under this unit are:
Recall personal experiences of learning to count.
Read stories of early methods of counting.
Discuss methods of writing numbers which are known
to the clas s.
( 4) Oral report on the writing materials used in early
civilizations.
( 5) Oral report on the forms used by the ancients in
writing numbers. n32
Much emphasis is placed upon group cooperation in the Lakewood
course and upon pupil participation.
At the John Burroughs Schoo1 35 , Clayton, Missouri, integrution by means of a unit course contributed to by teachers
of several subjects is emphasized.

The dependence of man upon

quantitative measurement is impressed upon the pupils by means
of dramatization.

Through this course the pupil gets a new con-

ception of how mathematical laws control social and economic
progress from the stone age to the age of machinery.

Dramatiza-

tion seems peculiarly adapted to the development of attitudes
and ideals.

55.

Cf. Lide, E. S., Ope cit. pp. 51-32.
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Summary of the Trends in Actual Practice Elsewhere
-1he_l~d

T~~£ Fusi~.

Fusion ranges in actual practice

all the way from combining two or more branches of mathematics
to the uniting of all subject fields into large life-functioning
units.

More typically, however, fusion has meant courses in gen-

eral mathematics with considerable correlation of arithmetic, algebra, and geometry.
f2£tent

i~tual

Practice.

Arithmetic is typically offer-

ed in diminishing amounts from the seventh grade through the
ninth.

Intuitive geometry is given considerable emphasis in the

seventh grade although the more difficult parts are left for the
eighth and ninth grades.
in the eighth.

Indirect measurement and algebra begin

In the ninth grade, algebra constituted forty

per cent of the material offered in general mathematics textbooks and in algebra textbooks twenty-five per cent of the topics
were non-algebraic according to McCormick's study.
ThLT r .~msLl'.2J!gL.Q.y~~!~~~i v .!Llhj,!!ki ng_!'§'~EJ2..Q.~L~£_M§:!!~
ulatlon.

This tendency is less evident in practice than in theory.

However, several progressive schools are giving it serious consideration.

Number sense, one phase of this tendency has been a

chief object in at least one course of study.

Over half of the

courses analysed in connection with the Survey included the aim:
"Knowledge and Power to Apply Mathematical Concepts."
The_!~~To~£-y!ilitariani~.

The Survey showed that
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"Specific knowledge useful in life" is replacing "preparation
for later courses" as an aim.

Mathematics of the home, of bank-

ing, and of business is given prominence as well as emphasis upon social phases of mathematics.
TheJ.r~!!£!

Tow6.rd EmE..!la si s_!!1?Q!"L th~_QQ!!'£~E.Lo f FY!!£!i.Q.1!.

Thi s

concept has not been given the prominence in practice that it has
been accorded by opinion.

However, several more progressive

courses are giving emphasis to function.
The.fr~~d_Toward p~~Yl£1!!K-fo£_I!!Q1Yl~~1_Di~~!!£~.

Ho-

mogeneous grouping, special classes, and some form of the unit
assignment are the three most widely used means of providing for
individual differences.

All three have broad implications for

the curriculum.
The Trend

T~~rd.

Unit

Organiz~tion_of_Supj~£! Ma!!~.

While

few courses of study even from progressive schools are organized
into units in the strictest sense, more of them tend to a psychological arrangement than otherwise.
IhL~d
At!ity~s

material.

Toward Assuming

and Ideals.

~eBpo~ibility

for Emotionalized

There is still a preponderance of factual

In more progressive situations more emphasis is being

placed upon pupil

leader~hip

and responsibility as a means of de-

veloping attitudes and ideals.

CHAPTER V

CRITERIA FOR bVALUATING fHE MATHEMATICS
OF THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

GHAPT.i:l;[-i V

caITEKIA FOR EVALUATING THE MATHEMATICS
OF TH1 JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
In order to evaluate the curriculum more systematically
it will be necessary to set up certain criteria for each of
the trends.

There will doubtless be some overlapping in the

criterirr as there is, indeed, in the trends which they measure.
Trends are primarily tendencies in emphasis and hence two trends
may imply something of the same

~rocedure

while being,

~t

the

same time, distinct within themselves.
Let the reader be reminded that the criteria are limited
by the sources from which they were obtained, namely, opinions
of experts and practices in forward-looking schools.
Criteria For
Qri~~Ei££_On~.

~valuating

Fusion

The basic recommendation of the National Com-

mittee on Mathematical Requirements was that such subjects as arithmetic, algebra, and geometry be taught not separately and in
succession but in fused or general mathematics courses.

That this

tendency has been put into actual practice is evinced by the already mentioned National Survey.

Hence,

the first criterion for

evaluating fusion in the junior high school curriculum:
Are the courses offered in mathematics of the general type
68
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rather than of the type that treats but a single branch of
mathematics?
C£i!eri~_I~QL-I~~~~~~~~~.

There appears to be wide

agreement both in theory and in practice that arithmetic, algebra, and intuitive geometry, and the simpler ideas of statistics, particularly graphs, should constitute the bulk of the
junior high school offering.

These latter, algebra, intuitive

geometry, and statistics should be interwoven with the basic
arithmetic which has historically been given precedence at the
junior high school level.

Therefore the following criteria would

seem valid:
Are the algebraic formula and equation used throughout the
course rather than confined to isolated topics?
Are graphs and other statistical procedures used throughout
the course rather than confined to isolated chapters?
Are the geometric figures and constructions used throughout
the course rather than confined to isolated topics?

Criteria For Evaluating Content
Crit~io!LQ~~.

Since all compuT,ational work is dependent

upon a mastery of the fundamental arithmetic operations, it is
essential that they should be given primacy in evaluating content.

Therefore, the criterion:
Are the fundamentals adequately provided for?
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Q~iterion-1~2'

Computation, however, is subject to the

ever present danger of becoming mechanical.

It is useless for

the child to learn processes if he does not know when and how
to apply them.

Therefore, there are appearing in junior high

school mathematics textbooks and courses of study more and more
informational topics.

Therefore, this criterion seems justifi-

able as measuring a definite trend in content:
Is informational arithmetic stressed?
Cri~erion

Since next to arithmetic, the most prom-

Th~~

inent branch of mathematics recommended for the junior high school
is intuitive geometry we are justified in asking:
Is a considerable proportion of the mathematics for the
three years intuitive
Q~iteria

geo~etry?

Four and Five. The five plans proposed by the Nation-

al Committee on Mathematical Hequirements all included some trigonometry and demonstrative geometry in either the eighth or ninth
year general course.

It has also been shown that a number of the

courses of study and textbooks include these topics.

Hence, the

questions may be asked:
Is some trigonometry included either in the eighth or ninth
grade?
Is some demonstrative geometry included in the eighth or
ninth grade?
~ri~££ion_Q1A.

There is, perhaps, less agreement regarding
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the amount of algebra to be offer,ed than regarding the other
branches.

Some authorities would have the ninth grade course

almost wholly algebra while others would not emphasize it above
other phases of mathematics.

This division is evident in prac-

tice as well as in theory, but it seems safe to ask:
Is a considerable proportion of the work for the three years
algebra?

Criteria For Evaluating Quantitative Thinking
QIiterion~g~.

ward

quantitativ~

As it has already been stated, the trend to-

thinking is a tendency toward a goal which is

the antithesis of blind manipulation.

There is an increasing in-

sistance that pupils should understand

~~

they should perform a

given operation as well as how it should be performed.

This means

that they should be given problems that are worth solving, that
have true social significance.

Therefore the first criterion:

Are significant social data presented for quantitative treatment?
Q!1terion Two.

A second factor essential to quantitative

thinking is that techniques be provided the student with which to
treat data.

Aside from the fundamental processes of arithmetic,

undoubtedly the most useful tool is simple statistical procedure.
Therefore, we may inquire:
Are statistical procedures stressed?
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Qriterion_1~.

Since one of the greatest safeguards

against blind manipulation is the inter-change of ideas among
a group, the

~uestion

may be asked:

Is provision made for class discussion of socially important concepts from a quantitative standpoint?
QEiteria

FourL_Fi~~£~.

Still another requisite for

quantitative thinking is what has been called "number sense."
Only by experience do the symbols which are called numbers take
on real meaning.

While it may be argued that all figuring adds

to this number consciousness, there are certainly some exercises
that give the pupil more definite skill in forming number ideas
than others.

Prominent among these are exercises in estimating

answers before deriving them, rounding off numbers, and rearranging disorderly arrays of figures.

From these we have the fol-

lowing cri teria:
Are pupils provided with techniques for estimating answers
before deriving them in order to develop "number sense?"
Is "number sense" developed by providing practice in rounding off numbers?
Is work in rearranging disorderly arrays of figures included?
Q£i!~!£~§ev~p.

The most glaring manipulative device some-

times employed in junior high school muthematics is transposition
of the terms of an equation.

This could have no meaning to the

beginner in algebra; therefore, it should be taught only after
the student has had considerable experience with equations.

Be-

75

cause of this we submit the

criter~on:

Is transposition, a purely manipulative device to the
pupil, taught only after the concept of

bal~nce

in the

e~ua-

tion has been stressed?

Criteria For Evaluating Utilitarianism
Crite.E.io!!~!!~.

The first step toward making mathematics

useful was the elimination of useless topics in the basic subject, arithmetic.

Therefore, a necessary criterion is:

Have impractical materials such as the following been eliminated?

(a) Unusual weights and measures, (b) unwieldy decimals,

(c) unusual aliquot parts, and (d) unusual geometric figures.
~riterion

Two.

In algebra there should be problems of a

nature such as to illustrate the usefulness of the subject to
the pupil and the "puzzle" type of problem such as, "Three-fifths
of my money less seven dollars equals one-fourth of my money,"
should be eliminated if utility is a desirable factor in a curriculum.

Therefore, the cri terion seems pertinent:

Have the puzzle types of problems been eliminated?
Crit~rio!!_!h£~.

A number of the more recent courses of

study, as was shown in Chapter IV)urge the pupils to bring to
class problems which they have encountered that are capable of
mathematical solution, and obviously this greatly contributed to
I

I •

the usefulness of the course.

The criterion may well be included
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for evaluating utilitarianism:
Are pupils encouraged to bring in problems about which
they are concerned for solution?
Crite~i£~Fou~.

While members of the school community,

pupils are also citizens of the home and this affords rich opportunity for making mathematics socially useful to them.

Hence

the inquiry may be made:
Is the Mathematics of the home stressed?
Cri!~i£g_riv~.

Since another present use that the student

has for mathematics is in his other school subjects, and since
the more

..

this

~rogressive

op~ortunity

courses of study are taking cognizance of

for making mathematics useful, we may well ask:

Is there content which is definitely useful to the student
in other subjects?

Criteria For

~valuating

Crite£i§~ll~L_1~~nd_ThI~~.

Fu~ction

While almost every numerical

relation implies function perhRps the three

techni~ues

most apt

for illustrating this concept to junior high school pupils are:
the tabulation of related data, the formula, and graphs.

These

are the simplest and most easily understood instances of dependence.

Therefore, we may inquire:

Is provision made for the tabulation of related data in such
a way as to bring out the correspondence?
In the formula is the affect of one variable upon another
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stressed?
Are functional graphs stressed?
CriterioE-!£Q£.

While there are these peculiar opportuni-

ties for illustrating the functional relation, this concept
should be emphasized throughout the entire course and the question should be asked:
Is the dependence of one variable upon another stressed
throughout the course?
Q£iteri0E-EiY~.

It cannot be repeated too often that the

degree to which pupils are made conscious of the dependence of
one variable upon another depends upon the frequency with which
concrete examples of this dependence are brought to their attention, and since this relation is of prime importance there
might well be a separate unit or portion of unit in which it is
given careful attention.

Because the pupil should be led to

generalize the piecemeal impressions he has acquired of function,
we inquire:
Is there a special unit or section of a unit devoted to
dependence?

Criteria For Evaluating Provision For Individual Differences

been stated, the National Survey of Secondary

~ducation

concluded

that, " ••• homogeneous grouping, special classes, and the unit

f

l_'~_
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assignment have been found to be the core elements in a typically successful program to provide for individual differences. nl
Unit organization implies long-term assignments with drill
work more or less individualized; homogeneous grouping implies
differentiated courses of study; and special classes call for
courses of study peculiarly adapted to their needs.

Therefore,

the following criteria would appear to measure the basic requiremente which the curriculum should meet in providing for individual differences:
Is the remedial work readily adaptable to individual instruction?
Is the work so arranged as to make practical directed study?
Are long-term assignments possible?
Is the work adaptable to groups which have been differentiated on the basis of ability?
Are special classes provided for?

Criteria For Evaluating Unit Organization Of Subject Matter

to many interpretations, there

ap~ear

to be certain common ele-

ments in these to which at least most authorities would agree.
The most obvious of these common elements is the idea of a psychological approach.

This undoubtedly means that the child's

1. Billett, Roy 0., Proyi sio!!,Lfo,E_I!!El:! vi£E.al !2.iff£~~,
Marking and Pr~tio~, Bulletin, 1952. No. 17, Monograph No. 15,
U. S. Office of Education.
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needs and interests should be exploited in effecting learning.
This in turn implies that the child should know the goal for
which he is striving for it would be impossible to elicit his
interest without his knowing it.

Hence, two important criteria

are:
Are the units of an experiential (or psychological) nature
rather than logical divisions of subject matter?
Are the objectives of the unit definitely stated?
Criterion Three.

Since another point on which all advocates

of unit organization would seem to agree is that there should be
in the unit the sense of wholeness, we may ask:
Are the units centered around some central theme or purpose?
CriteKl£~FoYK.

A final characteristic of a unit to which

most authorities would subscribe is one which is implied in criterion two and which is emphasized in the criterion:
Can the learning products of the unit be measured?

Criteria For Measuring The Assumption Of
Responsibility For Attitudes And Ideals
Q£i1~~~~~~_~nd_1EQ.

Mathematics has a dual role to play

in attempting to form desirable attitudes and ideals in the pupil.
First, there is the responsibility for giving the pupil an appreciation of the place mathematics has taken in nature, and in the
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progress of mankind.

The following .criteria are designed to

evaluate the curriculum in this regard.
Is the aesthetic side of mathematics stressed by such topics
as geometry in nature, in design of buildings, etc.?
Is attempt made to show how mathematics has contributed in
. the past and is contributing to the progress of mankind?

1il:i..:t~£ia

I!n:~h

F0lli: anLFill.

Then, there is the more gen-

eral role that mathematics should play along with other subjects
in attempting to form attitudes and ideals.

Such traits as initi-

ative, ability to cooperate with others, and the habit of forming
conclusions independently should be kept constantly in mind in
planning the curriculum.
'.'

,.

Because of this, the following criteria

are proposed:
Is pupil initiative stressed?
Is the work adaptable to group cooperation?
Are important social problems presented in such a way as to
encourage the pupil to think for himself?
Criteri£Q_Six.

Finally, the pupil cannot have a wholesome

attitude if his work is either too easy to challenge his best
effort or too difficult to permit him to experience a reasonable
degree of success.

Therefore, we may ask:

Is there material simple enough so that the slow pupil may
experience a reasonable degree of success and, at the same time,
is the superior pupil supplied with work that will challenge his
best effort?

-
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Introduction
Before a detailed examination of the curriculum in mathematics can be attempted it will be necessary to consider certain factors in the junior high

s~hools

of Kentucky.

The gen-

eral organization of the schools, the training and experience
of their teachers, the offerings in mathematics, courses of
study, and textbooks cannot be overlooked either in forming an
evaluation of present practice or in making suggestions for improvement.

The data used in this chapter were obtained from

the questionnaires· sent principals and teachers and from records

.

from the Louisville Public Schools •
General Organization
Kentucky has almost every imaginable type of school organization.

There are systems based on the eight-four plan, which

1s in predominance in the state, others on the six-three-three
plan, still others on the six-two-four plan, and a few systems
which provide for an eight-year elementary school from which students enter a three-year senior high school •

•

Note: Specimens of the questionnaires appear in the
79

ap~endix.
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Junicr

Hi~h

Schools

There are twenty-two white public junior high schools which
qualify under the definition offered on page seven of this thesis.*

Seven of these are junior divisions of six-year high schools

but maintain distinct administration and organization.

There is

every indication that this number will be rapidly increased wifuin the next few years.

The survey of 1935 recommended the junior

high school type of organization and the

~rogram

of curriculum

study set up by former#Superintendent James H. rlichmond was organized with this plan in mind.
Size of Junior High Schools
The following table shows the present junior high schools
classified according to size of enrollment.
Table I
White Public Junior High Schools Classified According to Size
Enrollment for Year 1935-36

Number of Schools

Less than

25o---------------------------- 2

251

to

500---------------------------- 6

501

to

7~0----------------------------

751

to 1000---------------------------- 5

1001

to 1250---------------------------- 4

1251

to 1500---------------------------- 1

5

Over 1500----------------------------------_L
Total:
22

*

A list of the schools together with their enrollment o and the
names of their prinCipals and teachers of mathematics appears in
the appendix.
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While Louisville had its share of larger schools, the tendency was also toward medium or large schools throughout the state.
There were three schools in the state over 600 but less than 800,
one over 800 but less than 1200, and one above 1200.
Units of Organization
Of these twenty-two schools, twenty-one are connected with
city systems.

One, Bryan Station Junior High School, is a part

of the Fayette County organization.

Of the remaining, eight are

in Louisville, three in Paducah, two in Lexington, and one each
in Covington, Ashland, Owensboro, Hopkinsville, Madisonville,
Harlan, Maysville, and Bowling Green.
Grades Included
Three of these schools, those of Owensboro, Henderson, and
Madisonville include only grades seven and eight.

The others

comprise grades seven, eight and nine.
Length of Term
The schools are nearly equally divided between nine-month
terms and ten-month terms,
twelve with the latter.

ten schools with the former and

This is in normal years.

Because of

epidemics or for other reasons some of the schools found it
necessary to shorten the length of the 1955-'56 term.

l_'"_""
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Segregation of Classes
Sixteen of these junior high schools assign pupils to
groups within a given grade level according to ability or gener&l achievement.

One school, Owensboro, segregates according

to the ability to read.

One, Bryan Station, according to abil-

ity and, in the seventh and eighth grade8, according to sex.
Four schools do not segregate.

This might be explained in one

instance because of the smallness of enrollment but in the other
three schools there is a sufficient number of students to warrant segregation.
The Offering in Mathematics
General Mathematics is the typical offering for the seventh and eighth grades.

With but one exception all schools are

using textbooks* of the general type.

The one excepted school

uses an arithmetic in those grades.
In the ninth grade, general mathematics has not become the
one required course which the National Committee believed it
should be.

The table below shows the offerings in the ninth

grade.

*

A list of the textbooks appears in the bibliography.
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Tab~e

II

Offerings in Mathematics for the Ninth Grade
Courses Offered

Number of Schools

Algebra only --------------------------

8

Algebra and General Mathematics ------- 10
Algebra and Commercial Arithmetic -----

-1
19

(Note: Three schools do not have a ninth grade.)
Policy of Requirements
All schools require mathematics for the seventh and eighth
grades.

In the ninth grade requirements are as follows:
Table III
Requirements in Mathematics for the Ninth Grade

Policy of Requirements

Number of Schools

Algebra required of all ------------------------Either algebra or general mathematics required

6
10

Commercial mathematics required for commercial
students, algebra required of all others --------

1

No mathematics required -------------------------

2

(Note: See note above.)

19

Number of Periods per Week and Length of Periods
In all these schools mathematics courses meet five times
a week.

Since the average length of these periods is uniform

within a given school for the years comprising the junior high
school period, it is unnecessary to show the grades separately.
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Ta~le

IV

Length of Periods
Average Length of Periods
40
45
50
55
60

Number of Schools

minutes---------------------- 1
minutes---------------------- 9
minutes---------------------- 10
minutes---------------------- 1
minutes---------------------- -i
Total:
22

This represents a wide range since the longest period is
150% of the shortest.

Forty-five and fifty-minute periods seem

the prevailing practice.
Provision for Retarded Pupils in Mathematics
Eleven of the schools have a special or ungraded class for
retarded pupils.

~ight

schools, those of

L~uisvi1le,

have a

separate course of study for pupils who do not belong in special
rooms and yet who need remedial work in mathematics.

A number

of respondents to the questionnaire for teachers indicated that
the work in mathematics is adapted to retarded pupils as the
need arises.
There is little doubt that both retarded and normal pupils
are benefited by carefully providing for backward learners.

The Teachers of Mathematics
There are approximately 100 teachers in the twenty-two
junior high schools considered in this study.

Of these, eighty-

I

i_ _ ~
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two responded to the questionnaire sent them.

They are divided

according to sex as follows: thirty men and fifty-two women.
Full and Part-time Teachers of Mathematics
Out of the eighty-two teachers responding to the questionnaira, forty-four devote their full teaching time to mathematics
while thirty-eight teach mathematics in addition to one or more
other subjects or duties.
The subject most often taught in addition to mathematics is
science (by nina teachers).

Others include Latin, commercial,

physical education, health, and art.

In a few cases teachers of

mathematics have been assigned administrative duties such as those
of assistant prinCipal, health counselor, guidance director, etc.
In one instance the principal teaches some mathematics.
Training of Teachers
The levels of training reached by eighth of these teachers
(two did not give this information) are indicated in the fo11owing table.
Table V
Levels of Training
Level Reached

Number of Teachers
Total
Men
Women

Two-year College Leve1:--------------

6 ------

6

Bachelor's Leve1:----------- 17

58 ------ 55

Master's Leve1:------------- 12

6 ------ 18

Doctor's Leve1:-------------

-1 --------------- -1
50

50

80
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Training in Mathematics
The following table shows the number of hours earned in
mathematics by seventy-seven of the teachers.

Five teachers

did not give information regarding the number of hours earned
in mathematics.
Table VI
Semester Hours Earned in Mathematics
Number of Teachers
Men
Women
Total

Number of Hours 1arned
Six hours or less,

----------------

Seven to twelve hours,

5

------

5 ------

8

------------ 4 ------ 15 ------ 19

Thirteen to eighteen hours, ------- 2 ------ 12 ------ 14
Nineteen to twenty-four hours,

----

2

------

4 -.-----

6

Twenty-five to thirty hours, ------ 7 ------

4 ------ 11

Thirty-one to thirty-six hours, --- 2 ------

3 ------

5

Thirty-seven to forty-two hours, -- 5 ------

1 ------

4

5 ----------------

5

Forty-three to forty-eight hours, Over forty-eight hours.

-----------_.&.
50

Two extremes are to be noted.

------ --E.
47

_.Q.
77

Twenty-seven teachers or

more than twenty-five per cent of the total have but twelve hours
or less in mathematics.

On the other extreme there were practical-

ly thirty-nine per cent who have more than twenty-four hours in
mathematics.

It is very probable that the range in between these

two extremes is more desirable for junior high school mathematics
than either of the extremes.

l__
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Training in

~ducation

Because of the certification

re~uirements

in Kentucky in

the past, more emphasis has been placed upon the subject of education than upon specific training in subject matter in the
preparation of teachers.

The range of semeeter hours earned

begins higher and, on the whole, more hours have been earned in
ma th ema ti c s.
Table VII
Semester Hours
Number of Hours

~arned

~arned

in

~ducation

Number of Teachers
Men
Women
Total

Less than twelve, ------------------- 1

1

Twelve to eighteen, ----------------- 6 ------- 5 ------ 11
Nineteen to twenty-four,------------- 5 ------- 9 ------ 14
Twenty-five to thirty, --------------11 -------12 ------ 23
Thirty-one to thirty-six, ----------- 1 ------- 8 ------

9

Thirty-seven to forty-two, -------------------- 6 ------- 6
Forty-three to forty-eight, --------- 1 ------- 2 ------

3

Forty-nine to fifty-four, ----------- 5 ------- 1 ------

4

Fifty-five to sixty, ---------------- 1 -------.---------

1

More than sixty.

---------------------1:, ------50

1 ------ .-£
44
74

Eight teachers responding to the questionnaire did not give
information regarding the number of hours earned in education.
Summary
The men have, on the whole, achieved more advanced train-
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ing than the women.

Although pot shown above, Louisville teachers

are slightly more advanced in this respect than those

te~ching

elsewhere in the state.
Two extremes were noted regarding specific training in mathematics.

Thirty-five per cent of the teachers have twelve hours

or less in mathematics, and thirty-eight per cent of them have
more than twenty-four hours.
Typically more stress has been laid upon education courses
than upon training in

m~thematics.

Teaching Experience
For seventy-four teachers who submitted data reg&rding to
their teaching experience, the following tabulation is made.
Table VIII
Number of Years
(Including 1955-'36)

Number of Teachers
Men
Women
Total

One to two years, ------------------ 7

5 ------- 10

Three to four years, --------------- 6 -----

7 ------- 13

Five to six years, ----------------- 6 -----

4

------- 10

I

-------

6

~

-------

5

Eleven to twelve years, ------------ 1 ------ 4 -------

5

-------

2

Fifteen to sixteen years, ---------- 1 ------ 5 -------

6

Seventeen to eighteen years, ---------------

3 -------

3

Nineteen to twenty years, ------------------

5 -------

5

Seven to eight years, --------------

5 ----

Nine to ten years, ----------------- :3 -----

Thirteen to fourteen years, -------- 1 -----

1

More than twenty years.--------------------- _~ ------- ~
50
44
74
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The women have, on the whole, more years of experience than
the men.

Although not indicated in the table, Louisville teach-

ers have taught for a slightly shorter period than those elsewhere
in the state.
Experience in Teaching Mathematics
As regards specific experience in teaching mathematics, the
average number of years is ten.

The women have taught mathematics

on an average of seven and eight-tenths years longer than the men.
Experience in the Junior High School
The average length of experience in the junior high school
for all teachers is five and nine-tenths years thus indicating
that much of the experience obtained is in other types of schools.
Summary of Experience
Women teachers have, on the whole, been
the men.

tea~hinE

longer than

Although not indicated in the tables, Louisville teach-

ers have had slightly less experience than those elsewhere in the
state.

Much of the experience of these teachers has been obtain-

ed elsewhere than in the junior high school.

Teachers' Opinions
In characterizing a group of teachers, equally important
with knowing the amount of training and experience that they have
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had is an attempt to ascertain their attitude toward important
problems confronting education today and toward the problems
pertaining to the subject which they teach.
In making such an attempt a number of questions were asked
on the questionnaire sent the teachers in regard to both the
practical aspects of mathematics and pertaining to the more theoretical aspects of the curriculum.

One of the practical ques-

tions asked was whether or not all students should be required
to take algebra in the ninth grade.

Of the eighty teachers re-

sponding to this question forty-four said, "no," seventeen said
"yes with reservations," and nineteen said "yes."

While there

was a diversity of responses there was an indication that most
teachers would not set up algebra as a rigid requirement in the
nin th grade.
Another practical problem presented to the teachers on the
questionnaire was that of content materials.

For each of the

three years they were asked to indicate the number of class periods which they felt should be devoted to each of seven branches
of mathematics in the general courses.
fusion,

In order to avoid con-

the teachers were asked to assume that the school year

should consist of 180 school days with one period per day devoted to mathematics.

The following table records the results.
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'fabla IX
The Number of Glass Periods Which Teachers Feel Should Be
Devoted To Each of Seven Branches of Mathematics Instruction
Branch of Mathema ti cs

Number of Class Periods
Seventh
Eighth
Ninth

Fundamentals of Ari thmetic
Range

15 - 180

Median

90

10 - IB5

0 - 105

40

20

I nforma tional Topics
Range

-

0

80

Median

20

.8.ange

0 - 100

10 - 110

0

45

-

89

BO

Intuitive Geometry

Median

0

B6

-

70

0

40

-

70

20

Algebra
Range

-

0

Median

BO

0

-

65

0 - 150

20

0

40

History and Appreciation
Of Mathematics
Range

0

Median

-

BO

0

5

-

20

0

5

-

40

5

Statistics and
Statistical Graphs
Range

0

Median

-

40

0

10

-

40

0

10

-

40

10

Trigonometry
Range
Median

0

0

15

0

0

20

0

0

BO

l
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There were fifty teachers who. gave their opinion regarding the number of class periods that should be devoted to each
of the above branches for the seventh and eighth grades and
thirty-six who gave the same information for grade nine.

While

the ranges are quite broad the medians would appear to be in
line with the opinions of authorities and with practice in forward looking schools elsewhere except that most authorities advocate some trigonometry in the second and third years (grades
eight and nine) or in one of these years.
The teachers were likewise asked their opinion as to whether
or not they considered the present interests of pupils an adequate
basis for the formation of a curriculum.

One teticher agreed that

he would without reservation, thirteen agreed "largely," thirtyseven agreed "to a considerable extent," twenty-five agreed "to
a very limited extent," and four agreed "not at all."

This is

wide divergence of opinion with the tendency between the two extremes.
In order to sound out teachers further on the more theoretical problems of the curriculum the Ten Major Issues of Secondary
Education as enunciated by Briggs and by the Committee on the
Orientation of Secondary Education of the Department of Secondary
School Principals were delimited so as to apply to junior high
school mathematics specifically.

It was believed that this would

bring the issues closer home to teachers by enabling them to think

in terms of their own experience.

The issues were converted into

statements in order that the teachers might indicate by placing
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plus and minus marks whether they

w~re:

one, in full agreement

with the statement; two, in agreement but with a few

rese~yations;
\

three, in agreement but with many reservations; four, in disagreement but with many reservations; five, in disagreement but with a
few reservations; and six, in complete disagreement.

It was hoped

to obtain by this plan how teachers individually reacted and also
the general sentiment, if such existed, of the teachers of junior
high school mathematics regarding these vital issues.

Further, by

comparing their reactions with those of the Committee on Orientation an interesting side light would be thrown upon the issues as
well as upon the teachers themselves.
In order to be more readily understood by the reader, the reactions of the teachers are presented in graphs.

As indicated a-

bove there were six positions from which to choose ranging from
total agreement with the statement to total disagreement.
positions range from left to right in the graphs.

These

A high column

at the left indicates that a large portion of the teachers agreed
with the statement; a high column at the right means that most
ers disagreed.

teac~

A comparative uniformity in the heights of the co1-

umns indicates that there was no marked consensus of opinion.
The horizontal red line indicates the total number of teachers
responding.

This total varies among the issues from seventy-eight

to eighty-two.

The horizontal blue line indicates the mid-point.

Thus if any column extends above this line it means that over half
of the teachers marked the statement alike.

The vertical red line

separates the most conservative stand in agreement from the most
conservative in disagreement.
iI .
L-_
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Teachers' Reactions to Ten Issues of Secondary Education
As They Affect Junior High School Ma thematics
Issue I
"The junior high school mathematics
curriculum should be planned with the
aim of providing for all normal individuals and not merely for a select group."
Teachers showed a marked agreement
with this statement. Sixty-nine agreed
without reservations a nd only one disagreed.
I ssue II
-.=~r--._D-;f-"_
(!f-r!fheht
~~==~~F==*==~==F=~ 82

lj)I=~==!==1F==I==~==1=~ 41

"The work of certain pupils, who because of inability or indifference do not
show progress after every effort has been
made to adjust the curriculum to their
needs, shou l d be terminated with a completion of the fundamentals."
There was considerable agreement
with this statement although many agreed
with reservations and a few disagreed.
I ssue III

eefheh

t

"Junior high school mathematics
should be concerned only with the welfare
and p rogress of the individual rather
than with those only as they promise to
contribute to the welfare and p rogress
of society."
Opinion was a bout e qually divided.
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Issue IV
~-+--~--+-~~-+---180

"The junior high school mathematics
curriculum should be based on the common
needs of the students rather than on
their differentiated needs."
A majority agreed with the statement
but most with reservations.
Few disagreed .
Issue V

en T

0;

~~~--~--~~--~--~u
7D

t---t---t---t--t--t---i

~r--t----t---t--+---+---I
~~-t---t---t--+-~--~

"The junior high school mathematics
courses should exploit every opportunity
to provide for vocational training and
not be confined to the training that might
come under the heading of "general education. "
Opinion was fairly well distributed
concerning this issue.
A slight majority
was in agreement with the statement.
Issue VI

BI ~=4==+==~==+=-=+===I ~ I
/0 ~-+--+---Ir--+--t---I

~~-r--+--4--~~

lO I---+--+---t-nl-+-~
/0

"The junior high school mathematics
curriculum should be primarily directed
toward preparation for advanced courses
rather than directed p rimarily to ard
the value of its own courses."
The majority disagreed with this
statement wholly or with reservations.
A fe w agreed mostly with re s ervations.
Issue VII

"It would be wise to organize the
experiences of the junior high school
fO 1==t= =t== =t==lI===!I-t1rz period of education arounq life-functioning aims such as soci o-ci vic, economic,
'01--4-+--1---11---+--1
health, leisur~ time, etc. rather than
SOI----t--t--+---if---+--I
adhere to the traditional subject-matter
divisions such as mathematics, English ,
etc."
Opinion was divided regar ding this
issue.
Sli gh tly more agreed than disagreed .
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Issue VIII

I'J
Td

"Junior high school mathematics
should present merely organized fact s
and should not assume res p onsibility
for attitudes and ideals . "

(.0
~'D

40
)Q

J.o

There was a marked disagreement
with the statement as well over half
of the teachers totally dissented •

10
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Is su e I X
" The junior high school mathematics
curriculum should have as its aim merely
the adjustment of students to p revailing
social ideals and should not seek the reconstruction of these ideals . "
There was some disagreement with
the statement .
Although o p inions ranged
from complete agreement to complete disagreement the tendency was well toward
the latter .
I ssue X

F=f==I===i==t==t= =l a

"Junior high school mathematics
should be thought of as a distinct but
closely articulating part of the entire
mathematics p rogram of the schools
rather than as a mere phase of that p rogram with few or no distinguishing characteristics of its own."
There was a marked agreement with
the statement with few who disagreed .

As has been stated elsewhere, the Ten Issues of Secondary
Education were deli mited to ap p ly more s ecifically to the curriculum of the junior high school in mathematics .
made to change the basic

ide ~

Attempt was

as little as p ossible and still

have the prinCiples app licable.
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I asue I
The first issue as accepted by the Committee on Orientation
read:

"Shall secondary education be provided at public expense

for all normal individuals or for only a limited number?"
issue as presented to the teachers was:

The

"The junior high school

mathematics curriculum should be planned with the aim of providing for all normal individuals and not merely for a select group."
Both ideas are based on the principle of equality of educational
opportunity which, if idealistic, is at least a goal to be striven
for.

Teachers were in agreement with the committee that this is

at least a desirable and logical goal.
I ssue I I
The second issue may seem to be at variance with the statement submitted to the teachers but a careful study of the Committee's discussion will reveal that the issue as stated by them
would imply that presented to the teachers for a particular subject.

To quote the Committee: "Once a pupil has mastered the

minimum essentials, therefore, and has been given full opportunity under adequate guidance to try himself out in the various
major types of work which

~he

secondary school has to offer his

continued failure to attain or to make vrogress toward valuable
competence in some one of these types of work represents just
grounds for considering that he has reached a level of diminishing returns from continued schooling."
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The teachers agreed with the Committee's stand although
with some reservations.
Issue III
The third issue as presented to the teachers was practically identical with the original except that the words "the
junior high school mathematics curriculum" were substituted for
"secondary education".

The Committee on Orientation took the

stand that public education is an investment made by society to
promote social living and that therefore education was concerned with the individual only as he promised to contributed to society.

There was no marked consensus of opinion on the part of

the teachers.
Issue IV
Issue four contrasted providing for the common needs of the
pupils with providing for their differentiated needs.

The Com-

mittee strongly favored differentiation whereas teachers mostly
took the opposite stand.

However, in restricting the issue to

the junior high school some injustice was done the original proposition since differentiation is more pronounced in the upper
years of secondary education than in the lower.
Issue V
Issue five, likewise, was considerably restricted when delimited to include only the junior high school.

This institu-
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tion has been thought of as an agency for exploration of many
fields but as of one not designed to produce specialists in any
vocation.

Perhaps this accounts for the fact that teachers as

a whole did not take a decided stand in favor of vocational
training as did the Committee.
Issue VI
Issue six regarded the question of whether the junior high
school should be concerned primarily with its own courses or
should rather be concerned primarily with preparation for future
courses.

The Committee favored secondary education's being pri-

marily concerned with its own courses in the belief that if it
established standards of its own, higher institutions would find
them adequate for entrance requirements.

The teachers were most-

ly in agreement with the stand of the committee.
Issue VII
Issue seven called forth a reaction on the part of the committee in favor of large fundamental categories rather than subject-matter divisions of curriculum organization.

There was no

consensus of opinion on the part of the teachers but a few more
agreed with this than disagreed.
I ssue VIII
On issue eight the teachers agreed with the Committee that
the school must assume responsibility for attitudes and ideals.

L
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Issue IX
Issue nine called forth a reaction on the part of the teachers opposed to the stand taken by the Committee.

The teachers

believed that the school should seek to reconstruct society.
Issue X
Teachers agreed with the Committee on issue ten that the
secondary school should have distinctive characteristics of its
own.
Summary
On five of the issues (issues one, two, six, eight, and ten)
there was substantial agreement between the Committee and the
teachers.
On two (issues four and nine) there was marked disagreement
between opinions of teachers and that of the Committee.
On three of the issues (issues three, five and seven) there
was no consensus of opinions on the part of the teachers.
Teachers showed marked agreement among themselves on seven
of the issues.

On three of them, opinion was about equally divid-

ed.

------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------

L
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Summary, Of Chapter
Twenty-two junior high schools in Kentucky qualify under
the definition assumed by this study.

The enrollment of four-

teen of these schools exceeds 500 pupils.
nected with city systems.

All but one are con-

Three of these schools contain only

grades seven and eight while the remaining contain these grades
and, in addition, the ninth.

The schools are about equally di-

vided between nine and ten-month terms.

Sixteen of these junior

high schools practice homogeneous grouping on some basis.
General mathematics is the typical offering in the seventh
and eighth grades and texts of the general mathematics type are
typically used.

In the ninth gr6de about half of the schools

offer only algebra while about the same proportion offer a choice
between algebra and general mathematics.
commercial arithmetic.
mathematics are typical.

Only one school offers

Forty-five and fifty-minute periods for
Eleven of the schools have special or

ungraded classes for retarded pupils.
Only six teachers reporting have less training than is required by the bachelor's degree and a considerable number of
teachers had reached or exceeded the training represented by the
master's degree.

Training of teachers in the subject of mathe-

matics is represented by two extremes with thirty-five per cent
of the teachers having had less than twelve hours in mathematics
and thirty-eight per cent having had more than twenty-four hours.

L
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On the whole teachers have had more work in education than in
their subject field.
In round figures sixty-nine per cent of the teachers have
had five or more years of teaching experience although typically much of this has been elsewhere than on the junior high school
level.
Teachers opinions regarding the ten major issues of secondary education as applied to junior high school mathematics show
a marked agreement among themselves.

On half of the issues

teachers agreed with the Committee on Orientation.

On two is-

sues they disagreed with the Committee and on three issues there
was no concert of opinion among the teachers.
Conclusions
While Kentucky is typically on the eight-four plan now there
are indications that the junior high school type of organization
will more and more come into prominence.

Therefore its curricu-

lum should be given serious consideration.
The junior high schools now in existence are typically
large enough and are sufficiently well organized to carry out
many of the implications involved in the tendencies as outlined
in Part One of this study.

The teaching personnel is sufficiently

trained and has had sufficient experience to permit the application of these tendencies to the curriculum and their opinions, for
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the most part, indicate that they are aware of important problems confronting education.
It would seem that Kentucky is ready to move forward in the
problem of a reorganized mathematics curriculum for the junior
high school.

CHAPTBR VII

AN EVALUATION OF THE MATHEMATICS TAUGHT IN
THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS OF

K~NTUCKY

A.

KENTUCKY EXCLUSIVE OF LOUISVILLE

B.

LOUISVILLE
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CHAPTEft VII

AN EVALUATION OF
TH~

TH~

MATHEMATICS TAUGHT IN

JUNIOK HIGH SCHOOLS OF KENTUCKY
Introduction

Part One of this thesis attempted to establish certain
forces as trends and to set up criteria for judging the appli-

,

cation of these trends to a given situation.

The first chap-

ter of Part Two attempted to give an overview of the situation
regarding mathematics in the junior high schools of Kentucky.
It remains for this present chapter to try to evaluate the curriculum of these schools in terms of the criteria.
In the absence of courses of studY,textbooks would seem to
furnish the best description of curriculum materials.

These to-

gether with lists of omissions* as indicated on the questionnaire
for teachers have been used in this present chapter as the source
of data.
Since Louisville is the only system from which courses of
study were available and since the author has been active in
mathematics curriculum work in that city for the

pas~

several

years it was decided to treat the Louisville curriculum separately.

*

A tabulation of these omissions appears in the appendix.
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It is recognized that the textbook does not give a complete
picture of the curriculum even when teachers have indicated what
topicS they omit but it is apparent that instruction is dependent
upon the textbooK to a large degree and especially so where there
is no course of study.

Teachers who are exceptionally competent

will not confine their materials to the textbook but more typically the teacher will rely on the textbook for guidance when other
guides are not provided.
In evaluating the curriculum as revealed by the textbooks
the author has tried to be as objective as possible.

He hae had

at hand every textbook used in the seventh, eighth, and ninth
grades of the schools considered in this study in arithmetic, algebra, and general mathematics.

A

list of these textbooks with

their authors, publishers, and dates of publication will be found
in the bibliography of this thesis.
In applying some of the criteria the author has
book and studied it page by page.

t~ken

each

In other instances he has

found the desired information by reference to the indices and by
tr~cing

down the leads given there.

In applying other criteria

he has used the answer sections of the textbooks and the tables
of contents.
It should be pointed out in the beginning that it is not
the purpose of this chapter to compare the various textbooks one
with another, but to make a general evaluation of the curriculum
as it is revealed by them as a whole.
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s~ope

While it is outside the

of this study to construct

courses of study it is pertinent in evaluating present practices to point out opportunities for and suggest means of improvement.

The Curriculum in Kentucky

~xclusive

of Louisville

as Revealed By the Textbooks
Fusion
Cri terion One:

Are the courses offered in mathematics of

the general type rather than of the type that treats but a single branch of mathematics?
With but one exception all the textbooks for grades seven
and eight are of the general type.

The one exception, a single

book used for both these grades, is principally an arithmetic
although it gives some consideration to intuitive geometry and
to the algebraic equation.
For the ninth grade, only two schools outside of Louisville
are offering general courses.

One of these schools is using a

regular general mathematics textbook and the other is using an
eighth grade general mathematics textbook for the ninth
course.

gr~de

The other textbooks for the ninth grade are algebras.

Thus it will be seen that general mathematics is the typical offering in grades seven and eight in Kentucky and that al-
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gebra is the typical offering fpr the ninth grade.

The Nation-

al Committee on the Reorganization of Mathematics in Secondary
Education advocated general courses for each of the three years
and urged that these courses be required of all.
eral

~athematics

Since the gen-

course is of a more practical nature and since

it contains sufficient algebra for common uses and in addition
to this offers

m~ch

other valuable material it seems reasonable

to recommend that where only one course is to be offered it should
be the gertersl course.

If, in addition to this, specialized

courses could be offered as electives there should be no objection
to doing so.
Criterion Two:

Are the algebraic formula and equation used

throughout the course rather than confined to isolated topics?
In all the textbooks where presented at all the formula and
equation are confined almost wholly to isolated chapters.

Their

use elsewhere is so seldom that the course would still be complete
if they were entirely omitted.

Percentage offers a most appro-

priate setting for the equation and yet only two textbooks on any
level employ the equation in teaching that topic.
This isolation is unfortunate from the standpoint of fusion.
Fusion does not mean presenting topics in tandem order but rather
it means blending the various branches together.
Criterion Three:

Are graphs and other statistical procedures

used throughout the course rather than confined to isolated chapters?

-------------------------:-------------""--"

--
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What was said of the alg&braic equation and formula may be
said also of graphs.

This important technique is taught as a

separate topic and then dropped.

Outside those referring to the

special chapters on graphs, the indices of the entire fifteen
textbooks list only eleven references to graphs.

As a

l~ter

sec-

tion will show, little statistics other than graphs are included.
Criterion Four:

Are the geometric figures and construc-

tions used through the course rather than confined to isolated
topics?
A page by page analysis of eleven textbooks (all except the
algebras) revealed that the square is mentioned only twenty-three
times, the rectangle only eighteen times, and the circle only
eighteen times except in those chapters devoted to the special
topic of geometric figures and constructions.

Doubtless the less

common figures even referred to even more seldom.
Content
Criterion One:

Are the fundamentals adequately provided

for?
While all the seventh and eighth grade textbooks make some
provision for drill in the fundamentals, treatments on the whole
are rather inadequate.

Of the five textbooks for the seventh

grade the greatest number of

~ages

that any textbook devotes to

fundamental drill is twenty-five and the others r&nge downward
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to twelve.

Of the five textbooks for the eighth grade the

grea~

est number of pages that any book devotes to drill work in fundamentals is fifteen and one-half and the others range downward to
three.
Criterion Two:

Is informational arithmetic stressed?

The five books for grade seven contain thirty-one chapters
on such informational

subject~

as banking, insurance, taxation,

business practice, etc. making an average of slightly over six

,,

chapters per book.

The books for the eighth grade contain a

total of twenty-six chapters making an

aver~ge

five chapters per book and the one general

of slightly over

mbthem~ticB

textbook

for the ninth grade contains eight chapters of an informative
nature.

,~ ~

The algebras contain

al~ost

no informational subjects.

The treatment seems to be adequate as to the amount offered

"

but the criticism may well be made that the informative topics
are considered too little from the standpoint of the consumer and
too much from the standpoint of the employee.

It is not nearly

so important, for instance, for the average person to be able to
I

compute insurance premiums as it is for him to understvnd the
basic assumptions of insurance Hnd to know what type affords him
greatest protection.
Gri~erion

Three: Is a

consider~ble

proportion of the mathe-

maties for the three years intuitive geometry?
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The mean percent of number of pages devoted to intuitive
geometry for grades seven and eight is nineteen and two tenths.
This approaches the percent found by McCormick with eleven seventh and eight-grade textbooks which was twenty-one and three
tenths.
The one ninth grade general mathematics textbook devotes
approximately eleven per cent of its space to intuitive geometry.
Criterion Four: Is some trigonometry included either in the
eighth or ninth grade?
In none of the seventh grade textbooks is trigonometry included.

This is probably as it should be.

for the two succeeding grades.

It should be left

unly one eighth grade textbook

treats it, however, and the ninth grade general mathematics treats
it only -in considering the tangent function.

All the algebra text-

books include trigonometry and treat other functions
the tangent.

Teachers indicated on the questionnaire

83

well as

~hat

this is

a favorite topic for omission.
Criterion Five: Is some demonstrative geometry included in
the eighth or ninth grades?
One ninth grade algebra includes some demonstrative geometry
whereas all the other books omit it.

While a great amount of dem-

onstration cannot be justified on the junior high school level,
pupils do profit from an understanding of the nature of proof which

I.
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i t affords.

It alao serves the exploratory aim of

~he

junior

high school.
Criterion Six: Is a considerable proportion of the work for
the three years algebra?
None of the seventh grade books include algebra except as
it is used in the mensuration formulas.

Approximately twenty per

cent of the space in the eighth grade textbooks is devoted to alo

gebra and the ninth grade general mathematics contains approximately fifteen per cent of algebra.

To be sure the ninth grade

algebra textbooks are almost wholly algebra although so.e few
other subjects are given slight attention.
Summary
The content revealed by the textbooks compares favorably
with the recommendations of experts and with practice elsewhere.
There is, however, too slight provision for the fundamentals.
Also/the informational arithmetic should be taught more from the
consumer's point of view and more of the textbooks for the eighth
and ninth grades should include some demonstrative geometry.
Quantitative Thinking
Criterion One: Are significant social data presented for
quantitative treatment?
Since unquestionably graphs offer the greatest opportunity

L
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for presenting socially significant data in junior high school
mathematics a careful study was made of the subjects both of the
graphs printed in the textbooks and of the data presented in the
textbooks from which children are told to make graphs.
the subjects obviously have little if any social value.
Baseball Score,n is an example of this type.

Many of
"John's

Of those which pre-

sume to treat socially important subjects the following are typical.

Five textbooks treat the size of agricultural crops or

compare these crops one with another.
size of the states in area.
area.

Four treat the comparative

Three compare the continents as to

Only one textbook gives statistics regarding fatal acci-

dents from automobiles or from other causes,

only one compares

the number of deaths from various diseases, and none treats unemployment, taxation, relief, or any of the other really important
issues of the present time.
Criterion Two: Are statistical procedures stressed?
With the exception of graphs little attention to statistical procedure is in evidence.

Only three seventh grade books

mention even so common a statistical term as average or mean and
in no one of these three books are more than four problems devoted to this concept.

Only one eighth and one ninth grade book

mention either of these terms.
Only three seventh grade books mention nmedian n and no book
uses it except for purposes of finding the class median on tests.
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No eighth grade book mentions median and only one ninth.

Only

one book at any level mentions mode, frequency table, or frequency distribution.
Criterion Three: Is provision made for class discussion of
socially important concepts from a quantitative standpoint?
In the hands of a skillful teacher such topics as the history of numbers, insurance, taxation, investment, etc. might
precipitate important discussion, but unfortunately in the textbooks the emphasis is largely upon manipulative work rather than
upon the big concepts.
Criterion Four: Are pupils provided with techniques for estimating answers before deriving them in order to develop "number
sense?"
Only one of the five seventh grade textbooks provide means
of estimating answers before deriving them and that is in connection with a single type of problem in decimals.
Two of the five eighth gr&de texts make mention of techniques
for estimating answers, each only once.

Only one ninth grade text

supplies techniques for estimating answers.

This text devotes one

page to the matter.
Criterion Five:
rounding off numbers?

Is number sense developed by practice in

L
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Three of the five seventh grade textbooks provide some
slight work in rounding off numbers.
than three pages to such exercises.
ninth grade textbook mention
Criterion Six:

No textbook devotes more
Only one eighth and one

the topic.

Is work in rearranging disorderly arrays

of figures included?
Practically no serious attention is given this matter.

Only

one textbook treats it at all and that book gives but eight arrays to be put into orderly fashion.
Criterion Seven: Is transposition (a purely manipulatived
device to the child) taught only after the concept of balance in
the equation has been stressed?
Since none of the seventh grade textbooks take up the equation the analysis was confined to eighth and ninth grade books.
None of the eighth grade books teach transposition and the ninth
grade books teach it only after the concept of balance in the
equation has been stressed.
Utilitarianism
Criterion One: Have impractical materials such as the following been eliminated?
(a) Unusual weights and measures?
Only one book deals with apothecaries weights,
troy weights, and only two with foreign money.

L
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All the books treat the metric system but this
would seem to be of practical value at least
from the appreciatory standpoint.
(b) Unwieldy decimals?
By analyzing the answers and the problems in the
chapters devoted to decimals it was found that
practically none of the problems demand the use
of more than four decimal places and that the
vast majority of the problems require only two
places.
(c) Unusual aliquot parts?
The work in aliquot parts is confined almost
wholly to halves, thirds, fourths, fifths, sixths,
and eighths.

One book gives sevenths, thirteenths,

and fifteenths but does not require the pupil to
commit them to memory.
(d) Unusual figures and solids?
Little mention is made of such unusual figures
as irregular polygons, trapezoidal prisms, frustrums, or other unusual figures or solids.

Ir-

regular polygons are referred to but nine times
in all the books, trapezoidal prisms but seven,
and frustrums of pyramids and cones but five times.
(e) Highest and least common multiple?
These terms are not mentioned in any of the books.
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Criterion Two: Have the puzzle types of problems been eliminated in teaching algebra?
The problems in eleven chapters on the equation from as many
books (all the books containing such chapters) were read and it
was found that 204 out of 451 problems using the algebraic equation are of these two purely puzzle types: age problems and missing number problems.

An example of each will be given to illus-

trate the nature of these problems which one would never use outside the mathematics class room.

An example of the first type

is: "The sum of the ages of Frank and his sister is eighteen years.
Frank is five times as old as his sister.

How old is each?"

An

example of the second type is: "If four times a number is four
more than the number, what is the number?"
Criterion Three: Are

pu~ils

encouraged to bring in problems

about which they are concerned for solution?
This is a feature almost totally lacking from the textbooks.
One text asks pupils to make up some problems and another asks
them to bring in business forms obtained from business houses and
banks but the idea of having the pupils bring to class problems
with which they are concerned is foreign to the textbooks.

~om

ments on the questionnaire for teachers, however, indicate that
a number of teachers do this.
Criterion Four: Is the mathematics of the home stressed?

L ___________~__--__
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All the seventh grade books, all the eighth grade books,
and the ninth grade general mathematics textbook devote one or
more chapters to mathematics of the home.

The work is confined

almost wholly to these three topics: thrift, reading gas and
electric meters, and home budgets and accounts.

The work is

largely manipulative.
Criterion Five: Is there content which is definitely useful to the student in other subjects?
(a) Science
Lever problems are treated in each of the algebras
although other simple machines such as the incline
plane, wheel and axle, etc. are omitted.
Graphs do not treat of scientific topics other than
weather, age-height relations and plant growth.
One textbook points out that the trigonometric functions are used in estimating distances of planets
and stars.
Other than the lever, formulas do not include scientific applications to any appreciable extent.
Chapters on geometry in nature mention the snow
crystal.

Other crystals are neglected.

Six of the textbooks teach the reading of gas and

L_
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electric meters.

In five of these books the only

electrical term mentioned is the kilowatt.

The

other book mentions volts and amperes.
(b) Social Studies
While graphical representation and interpretation
are useful to the student in social studies the
actual graphs included in the textbooks are not
socially significant as it has already been pointed
out.
Taxation, insurance, business organization, installment buying, budgeting, building and loan
associations are all topics which should contribute to one's social understanding.
The geography taught is neg1egib1e and history is
not dealt with except in treating the history of
mathematics.

This ought to be of some value.

(c) Eng1i sh
Except for incidental practice in oral and written
expression and in reading the contribution to the
study of English is neg1egib1e.
(d) Shop Work, Mechanical Drawing and Domestic Arts
Mensuration should aid the shop student in a gen-
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eral way although specific applications to shop
problems are rare.

This is also true of geometry

cons truc tions.
The student of mechanical drawing should be aided
by the work in the textbooks of mathematics on
scale drawing and by such concepts as symmetry,
congruence, and proportion.
A number of problems in each of the textbooks deal
with recipes, me&surement of cloth, and selection
and purchasing of foods.

Caloric measures were

mentioned in several of the textbooks but teachers
from the schools where these books are in use indicated on the questionnaire that this topic is
omitted.
(e) Art and Music
The geometric figures should &ssist the pupil to
appreciate art and should assist him in the pursuit
of drawing, painting and carving.

There are no

applications of mathematics to music in the textbook s.
The Concept of Function
Criterion One: Is provision made for the tabulation of

I.
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related data in such a way as .to bring out the correspondence?
Of the five seventh grade books only two tabulate data so
as to impress the student with the relation of the quantities.
Only one eighth grade text does so.

In the ninth grade text-

books, such tabulations are confined to those related to equations which, while being of some value for stressing function,
do not deal with important data.

The treatment is slight in

all these books.
Criterion Two: In the formula is the affect of one variable upon another stressed?
Except for one ninth grade text little attention is given
the matter of dependence in the formula.

The treatment in this

text is slight.
Criterion Three: Are functional graphs stressed?
Since all of the tabulations mentioned under criterion one
are in connection with graphs the comments made there will apply
to graphs.

The treatment of functional graphs is slight.

This

is to be lamented since the graph offers one of the best means
of showing correspondence between related data.
Criterion Four: Is the dependence of one variable upon another stressed throughout the course?
It is questionable whether or not the pupil gets the full

i
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meaning of function unless it -is definitely pointed out, explained and constantly referred to.

The statement of the Na-

tional Committee on the Reorganization of Mathematics in
dary

~ducation

Seco~

that no theory of function need be taught has

been taken by textbook writers to mean that even definitions of
the terms function, dependence, and variation need not be given
the pupil.

Only one textbook at any level gives a general def-

inition of function.

Four texts mention it in a single connec-

tion and only two mention either dependence or variation.
Criterion Five: Is there a special unit or section of a
unit devoted to dependence?
One of the textbooks includes a chapter on "Making uomparisons and Studying Related Change".

Others do not contain chap-

ters or sections of chapters on the subject.
Summary
The function concept has not become the one unifying factor
which the National Committee believed it should be for the junior
high school curriculum in Kentucky at least as it is revealed by
the textbooks.

Few truly functional graphs are provided in the

textbooks examined and the same is true for functional tabulations.

Definitions are lacking and only one textbook gave any

extended treatment to the subject of dependence.

I.

I
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Provision for Individual Differences
Criterion One: Is the remedial work readily adaptable to
individual instruction?
It was shown in the section regarding content that there
is a dearth of remedial material in these textbooks.

What is

given is, however, readily adaptable to individual instruction.
Examples are given of how to work the more difficult problems
and all of the books were obtainable with answer sections in
order that the pupil might check his work.

It is unfortunate

that the textbooks do not provide more self-checking devices in
order that the pupil may be able to check his answers without
reference to the answer sections of the textbooks.
Criterion Two: Is the work so arranged as to make practical directed study?
The typical procedure in introducing a new topic in the
textbooks is: One, To say something about the topic that will
draw the pupil's attention to what is about to be presented; Two,
work one or more examples; Three, present exercises that will
assist the pupil to acquire the needed techniques; and Four, give
the pupil problems in which to apply the techniques learned.
This type of procedure is readily adaptable to the directed study
method of instruction.

L----~
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Griterion Three: Are long term assignments possible?
There are two factors necessary for long term assignments.
One is the actual length of the unit and the other is the factor
of unity within the unit.

That is to say, if a unit is brief no

matter how complete within itself it is not capable of long term
assignment.

On the other hand, if the unit does not move toward

a constant goal, the teacher will not be able to tell the class
in advance what is expected of them even if the unit does contain sufficient material to warrant long term assignments.

The

units found in the textbooks fail under the first qualification.
They are too brief for long term assignments.

The average length

of the topics (obtained by dividing the total number of pages in
each book by the number of chapters or topics and then averaging
these averages) is eleven pages.

Putting it another way there

are, on an average, twenty-eight units per book.

This means that

the year's work is divided up into twenty-eight parts and in ah
lSO-day school year this would allow something around six days
per unit which is not sufficient for long term assignments.
Criterion Four: Is the work adaptable to groups which have
been differentiated on the basis of ability?
Only two of the seventh-grade books, two of the eighth,
and one of the ninth, make provision for adapting the instruction to groups.
Criterion Five: Are special classes provided for?

__________.

I.
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The textbooks do not provide for the work of special classes.

Several of the schools do, as was indicated on the question-

naire, provide for special classes by supplying materials adapted
to their needs.
Unit Organization
Griterion One: Are the units of an experiential nature
rather than logical divisions of subject matter?
Since Caswell's and Gampbel1's classification covers practically every type of unit, the various topics in the textbooks
were subjected to their classification.

It should be pOinted

out that the headings given in the table below do not alweys
correspond exactly to those in the textbooks.

For example the

heading, "Positive and Negative Numbers," includes chapters
whose exact title is, "Directed Numbers."

It is believed, how-

ever, that the headings below represent the dominant theme of
the topics and in doubtful cases care was exercised to make sure
that the organization of the material itself, as well as the
title, is predominantly logical or psychological before assigning the topic to either of these categories.
The classification here referred to consists of two principal categories with three subdivisions under each category.
These are as follows:
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Caswell's and Campbell's Classification of Unitsl
I. oubject Matter Units
A. Topical
E. Generalization
C. Significant Aspects of Culture
or

~nvironment

II. Experiential Units
A. Center of Interest

B. Pupil Purpose

c.

Pupil Need

1.
Cf. Caswell, H. L., and Campbell, D. S., Qg£~icgl£~ Development, American Book Company, New York, 1955. Chapter XV.

'.
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Classification of the Units of Instruction
Appearing in the bntire Fifteen Textbooks
I. Subject Matter Units

CA) Topical,

(E) Generalization,

(e) Significant Aspect of Culture or Environment
II. Experiential Units (AI) center of Interest, (b
Purpose,

(e')

l )

Pupil

Pupil Need.
I.
A. B. G.

Banking (11)

x

Building and Loan Associations (3) -----

x

Business Practices and Forms (8) -------

x

Commissions and Discounts (2) ----------

xx

II.

A! E! G!

Decimals (2) ---------~----------------- x
Demonstrative Geometry (1) ------------- x
Equations of Condition (1) ------------- x
Exponents anti Kadicals (3) ------------- x
Formulas and equations (12) ------------ x
Fundamentals (11) ---------------------- x
Fundamentals in E~uation8 (6) ---------- x
Fractions anti Fractional ~quations (8) - x
Geometric Constructions (9) ------------ x
Graphs (11) ----------------------------

x

History of Muthematics (1) -------------

x

Indirect Measurement (2) --------_------ x
Interest (8) ---------------------------

x

Insurance (5) ----------------------------

x

L-------- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-:--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Classification of the.Units of Instruction Appearing in the

~ntire

Fifteen Textbooks Continued

I. Subject M&tter Units (A) Topical, (E) Generalization,
(0) Significant Aspect of Culture or Environment
II.

Experiential Units (A') Center of Interest, (EI) Pupil
Purpose,

(CI) Pupil Need.
I.
A. B.

Investments (2) ------------------------

II.
C.

A! l:l! U!

x

Linear Equations (2) ------------------- x
Lines, Angles (9) ---------------------- x
Literal Numbers (9) -------------------- x
Means of Communication and Trsnsportation (5) ------------------------------

x

Parentheses (3) ------------------------ x

Percent~ge (14) ------------------------ x
Postal Information (1) ----------------Problem Solving (7) --------------------

x
x

Problems of the Home

x

Problems of the Farm and Forest ---------

x

Ratio and Proportion (6) --------------- x
Simultaneous Equations (3) ------------- x
Special Products and Factoring (4) ----- x
Squares and Square Roots (6) ------------x
Taxa tion (5)

x

Trigonometry (2) ----------------------- x

Totals -------------------------------- 20

1 12

:2

0

0

,.

!
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It can readily be seen from the above table that practically all the units fall under the general heading of the subjact matter type of unit and that most of them fall under the
topical subdivision of this category.

Only two units are of

the psychological type.
Uriterion Two: Are the objectives of the unit definitely
stated?
Although some of the textbooks made general statements regarding the purpose of each topic, none state definite)well defined aims.
Criterion Three: Are the units centered around some central
theme or purpose?
As will be seen from the table in which the units are classified they are centered around central themes which are, however, small, isolated bits of learning.
Criterion Four: Can the learning products of the units be
measured?
The units are largely factual, and this type of unit is by
far the easiest to measure.
Assuming Responsibility for Attitudes and Ideals
Criterion One: Is the aesthetic side of mathematics stressed
by such topics as geometry in nature, in design of buildings, etc.?

I
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Such topics are confined almost wholly to the seventh and
eighth grade textbooks.

One seventh grade text devotes eight

pages to such topics, another three pages, another two, another
four, and the other textbook gives a rather adequate treatment
of sixty-two pages.

Of the eighth grade textbooks, one contains

five pages of such material and another twenty-five pages.

The

others take almost no cognizance of the matter.
Criterion Two: Is attempt made to show how mathematics has
contributed in the past and is contributing to the progress of
mankind?
One seventh grade textbook contains three pages of the history of mathematics and another eight.

Besides these two, only

one textbook on any level deals with the history of mathematics
and that book confines its treatment to the metric system.
As to attempting to show how mathematics is now contributing
to progress, only one textbook on any level does so directly.
Criterion Three: Is pupil initiative stressed by providing
optional or honor work?
Two seventh grade textbooks and two eighth grade texts make
such provisions.

Two ninth grade algebras and the general math-

ematics also provide for optional work.

The other nine textbooks

did not provide optional work.
Criterion Four: Is the work adaptable to group cooperation?
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~xcept

for the several topics already mentioned on informa-

tional subjects which might, in the hands of a skillful teacher,
precipitate some class discussion, the work in these textbooks
is largely an individual matter with the teacher-pupil relation
dominant almost to the exclusion of class cooperation.

To be

sure any textbook can be used in cooperative work but definite
provisions for such are not made in the textbooks.
Criterion Five: Are important social problems

~resented

in

such a way as to encourage the pupil to think for himself?
As has been shown in a previous section, socially important
problems are largely lacking.

When treatment is made at all it

is largely from the computational rather than the conceptual
standpoint.
Criterion Six: Is there material simple enough so that the
slow pupil may experience a reasonable degree of success and, at
the same time, is the superior pupil supplied with work that will
challenge his best effort?
While some attempt has apparently been made to adjust the
work to various levels of ability in some of the textbooks, it
has not been done on a scientific basis.

Also it is very doubt-

ful whether or not the slow pupil will ever be able to experience
success with textbooks which require such a large amount of reading.

The brighter pupil has been provided with more difficult

problem work, but nothing has been done to determine whether such
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work challenges his effort.

Summary and Recommendations
While it is admitted that an analysis of textbooks used in
the junior high schools of Kentucky does not give a complete
picture of the curriculum i t would seem to be the best available
in the absence of courses of study.

In this study comments made

by the teachers on the questionnaire submitted to them were used
to supplement the picture of the curriculum given by the textbooks.
Each of the tendencies will be summarized separately.

The

more general conclusions will be left for the final chapter of
this study.
lY~ion.

Fusion has taken place in the junior high school

mathematics curriculum for Kentucky to about the same extent
that it has throughout the nation as a whole.

The seventh and

eighth grade courses are typically general courses while the ninth
grade courses are typically algebra.

As pointed out elsewhere,it

is probable that where a junior high school can offer only one
course in the ninth grade it should be general mathematics rather
than a specialized course.
It is further recommended that there should be a more genuine attempt to fuse the various branches of mathematics in these
general courses rather than segregate them as is now done.

Arith-
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metic, algebra, geometry, trigonometry, and statistics should
be interwoven and blended rather than presented in tandem order.
Gonteg!.

In planning a curriculum for junior high schoa1

mathematics, more attention should be given the matter of drill
in the fundamental operations.

No single textbook contains ad-

equate provision for the development of these skills.

Not only

should the drill work be extended in quantity, but attempt should
be made in preparing courses of study to scientifically construct
this material.
the

st~ndpoint

Informational topics should be taught more from
of the consumer.

The emphasis should be more on

the conceptual and less on the mechanical.
The various branches of mathematics are represented in the
general courses in about the same

~roportion

that is typical of

the nation as a whole as revealed by the studies mentioned.
~~~,

[£~

trigonometry and demonstrative geometry should be given

some place in planning courses of study as they have not been
done in most of the textbooks.
The content of the algebra textbooks is typical of practice
elsewhere.
~uantitative

Thinking.

Neither have socially significant

problems been presented nor have proper techniques been offered
to deal with such problems.

More socially significant data should

be supplied the pupil and such computational and statistical techniques as will enable him to comprehend these problems should also
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be furnished.

Graphs

affor~

a splendid opportunity for present-

ing social problems and such simple statistical devices as means,
median, mode, frequency tables, etc. should be emphasized.

It is evident from the textbooks that little attention has
been paid to what may be termed "number sense. u

In constructing

new courses of study such devices as rounding off numbers, arranging disorderly arrays of figures of both whole numbers and
fractions,

and estimating answers before deriving them should be

abundant.
utilitari~lli~.

The textbooks revealed that the topics re-

commended for elimination by the various committees have been
carefully omitted.

The decimals rarely exceeded four places and

obsolete terms and tables do not appear.
Problems involving the algebraic e4uation should be of a
more practical nature in accordance with the criterion of utility.
Puzzle problems should be largely eliminated.

Percentage affords

a splendid opportunity for employing the equation in a practical
situation.
Mathematics of the home is largely confined to a few types
of problems and the work is too largely

mani~ulative.

More of

the larger concepts of home life should be considered such as the
financial relationship between parents and children, the economic
relationship between the home and the community, etc.
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c~rrelation

While some attempt at

between mathematics and

the other school subjects has apparently been made there is a
large opportunity for further correlation.

It is probable that

transfer of training is dependent upon indentical elements and
therefore there should be introduced into the mathematics courses
specific problems that relate to the other subjects rather than
techni~ues

teaching the pupil general

in the hope that he will be

able to apply them to any new situation.

Shop problems, problems

from the social studies and from the fine arts should be considered quantitatively in the mathematics classroom.
Fun£ti££.

Perhaps no single recommendation of the National

Committee has been so greatly neglected as the matter of teaching
the concept of function.

It should be emphasized and reemphasized

in concrete situations throughout the courses by the means of tabulations, graphs, formulas and equations, and by every other means
available.

This is one of the most important contributions that

ma~hematics

has to make toward the understanding of our environ-

ment.
PrQ.Yi§lQ.!!.2.Q.E._I!l.9:.iy.i£g.§!:LDif.f.~~!!.£~.2..

What remedial work is

offered in the textbooks is adaptable to individual instruction.
Eo~ever,

as has already been shown,

the amount of such work is in-

sufficient and no serious attempt to construct the drills scientifically is in evidence.

The work in the textbooks is adapt-

able to directed study but unfortunately the units are, on the
whole,

too brief to warrant

long-~erm

assignments.

In construct-
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ing new courses of study for Kentucky some attempt should be made
to form larger divisions of subject matter units.

Also the courses

of study should be definitely planned for classes segregated according to ability.
Unit

Org~i~!ion.

It has been shown that nearly all the so

called "units" which appear in the textbooks are merely logical
divisions of subject-matter.

In planning new courses of study for

Kentucky there should certainly be found some more psychological
basis for organization.

If conditions are such that large life-

functioning units which disregard subject-matter lines cannot be
made the basis of the junior high school curriculum then it remains for the mathematics courses of study to outline units of instruction as life-like and as inclusive as the subject itself
permits.

They should be centered around vital concepts.

Not only should the units be psychologically conceived but
the objectives of each unit should be so definitely stated that
these objectives could be used as a basis for examining the
learning product.
of little help.

Obscure aims couched in uncertain terms are
The purposes of the unit must be known not only

to the teacher but likewise to the pupil.
AssumlnK-Res£o~sibili~

fo£ Atti!y£es and Ideals.

The aes-

thetic side of mathematics has been given some attention in the
textbooks, but more emphasis should be given this matter.

The

pupil should be brought to see the relation of mathematics to
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every worthy undertaking of society.

But the responsibility for

forming attitudes and ideals does not stop here.

Self-reliance,

cooperation, tolerance, and other traits should be definitely
planned for.
Attitudes and ideals can best be developed by activity and
courses of study should provide for much activity and for the exercise of much initiative on the part of the pupil.

They should

not overwork, as do these textbooks, the teacher-pupil relation
but should provide for group activity and group cooperation.
teacher should progressively drop into the background.

The

Pupils

should be made to think about important social problems and to
draw their own conclusions.

This cannot be done unless there is

provision on the part of the curriculum for presenting these problems and supplying the pupils with data and tools with which to
work.

AN

~VALUATION

OF

TH~

AS td:;VbALED BY THE

LOUISVILLE UUfiHIGULUM
COUR~Eb

OF bTUDY

Introduction
The courses of study for grades seven, eight, and nine in
general mathematics and for ninth grade algebra were analyzed in
the light of the criteria.
pears in the bibliography.

A list of these courses of study ap-

I
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Fusion
Crite~Qg_~~:

Are the courses offered in mathematics of

the general type rather than of the type that treats of a single
branch of mathematics?
General mathematics is offered in grades seven, eight, and
nine.

It is required in the seventh and eighth and is an elec-

tive in the ninth the alternate being algebra.
Qrit~l£~!~£:

Are the algebraic formula and equation used

throughout the course rather than confined to isolated chapters?
The formula and equation are confined, in the general courses,
almost wholly to chapters dealing with them primarily.

Some work

with formulas is done in connection with percentage problems although the opportunities are by no means exhausted.

In treating

the three cases of percentage there is a splendid opportunity for
using the equation to an advantage that has been neglected.
crit~ion_Th!~~:

Are graphs and other

st~tistical

procedures

used throughout the course rather than being confined to isolated
chapters?
In the seventh and eighth grades there are spearate chapters
devoted to graphs and the work with graphs is confined largely to
these chapters.

In the ninth grade the work with graphs is given

principally in the unit entitled "Interpreting Large Numbers".
While most of the work with graphs given in the ninth grade gen-
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eral course comes in this unit other applications of the graph
are made in the unit on "Personal School and Home Problems," in
the unit on "Formulas and

~quations,"

and in the optional unit

on "The Money Value of Life and Health."

A spearate unit in the

algebra course treats graphs of linear systems.
Qriteri££_l£QK: Are the geometric figures and constructions
used throughout the course rather than confined to isolated chapters?
They are confined almost wholly to isolated chapters or
units.

However, one or more units dealing with the geometric

figures and constructions or with the geometric figures is offerer each semester throughout the entire three years in the general
courses.
Content
Cri!~ion O~!:

Are the fundamental processes adequately pro-

vided for?
The courses of study for general mathematics for the entire
three years give careful attention to the fundamentals.

As a

further means of guaranteeing adequate provision for the fund amenta1s there is a separate course in remedial mathemati.cs for
those pupils on any level who need special attention in this
regard.
Criterion Two: Is informational arithmetic stressed?
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The unit on, "Business Uses of Percentage" in the seventh
grade; those on "Banks and Banking," "Investments," "Insurance,"
and "Taxes" in the eighth; and those on "Personal, School and
Home Problems" in the ninth all treat informational topics.
£~i~~ion 1hr~~:

Is a considerable proportion of the mathe-

matics for the three years intuitive geometry?
In the seventh grade the units on "Measurement,"

"~xper

imental Geometry," and on "Areas, Perimeters, and Volumes" are
suggested to consume fifteen weeks out of a total of thirty-two
or approximately forty-seven per cent of the time.

In the eighth

grade the units on "Measure of Lines and Angles" and "Measure of
Areas and Volumes" are suggested to consume nine weeks or approximately twenty-eight per cent of the time, and in the ninth grade
the unit on "Geometric Forms and Principles" is suggested to consume four weeks or approximately twelve and one-half per cent of
the total time.
~Kii~~on_lQn£:

Is some trigonometry included either in the

eighth or ninth grade?
The ninth grade course in general mathematics includes a
unit on the right triangle which introduces the student to the
tangent and sine functions.

Trigonometry is omitted from the

ninth grade algebra course.
Cri~~~iQn_Fiy~:

L--~--

Is some demonstrative

geome~ry

included in

_ _ _- -_ _ _ _- -_ _ _ _ _----:--_ _ _ _ _- -_ __
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either the eighth or ninth grade?"
The ninth grade general course devotes a unit to "Ueometric
Forms and Principles" in which some demonstration is included.
Demonstrative geometry is not included in the algebra course.
Cri~eriQn_Qix:

Is a considerable proportion of the work for

the three years algebra?
Practically no algebra is taught in the seventh grade except in connection

wi~h

the mensuration of geometric figures.

Approximately twelve and one-half per cent of the time in the
eighth grade course is devoted to algebra in the unit on "Formulas and

~quations"

and approximately twenty per cent of the time

in the ninth grade general course is devoted to the two units,
"Formulas and Equations" and Signed Numbers".

The ninth grade

algebra course is, to be sure, almost altogether algebra.
Quantitative Thinking
QriteriQll-0ne: Are significant data presented for

quanti~a

tive treatment?
Many of the graphs treat of socially significant data although as many do not.

Such subjects as the distribution of

Louisville taxes, fire prevention, and he&lth and safety are of
social value.

However, many of the subjects treated such as

areas of the various continents, length of rivers, amount of
corn produced, etc. are of little social value.

I
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Qrit~ion

Tw~:

Are statistical procedures stressed?

There is a unit on "8tatistics" in the ninth grade which
deals with such concepts as average, median, mode, measure of
central tendency, frequency distributions, etc.
taught in units in each of the three years.

Graphs are

The criticism might

be made, however, that statistical procedures are not used to a
great extent except in the units particularly devoted to them.
~iteriQll_!h~:

Is provision made for class discussion of

socially important concepts from a quantitative standpoint?
The informational topicS offer opportunity for class discussion although, as it will presently be shown, socially important concepts have been relegated to a secondary place in
favor of computational techniques.
Qriteri£ll_KQ~:

Are pupils provided with techniques for

estimating answers before deriving them in order to develop
"number sense?"
While numerous methods are provided for checking answers,
there is comparatively little work in estimating answers before
deriving them.

More attention should be paid this matter.

Q£it~ion-liY~:

Is number sense developed by providing

practice in rounding off numbers?
Rounding off numbers is included in the seventh, eighth,

I - . - -....._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-,--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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and ninth grade in connection with graphs and interpreting large
numbers.

More work of this kind, however, needs to be given.

In

an age when even the average citizen must consider numbers which
run into millions this cannot be stressed too much.
Cri!~K~£g_£~~:

Is work in rearranging disorderly arrays of

figures included?
This is definitely provided for in the seventh grade in the
unit on "General Review of Fundamentals" with whole numbers,
fractions and decimals.
~riterion

It is again stressed in the ninth grade.

Seven: Is transposition (a purely mechanical de-

vice) taught only after the concept of balance in the equation
has been stressed?
Transposition is not taught at all.

~he

idea of balance in

the equation and the concept that one process may be undone by
performing the opposite process is stressed throughout all the
courses which treat the algebraic equation.
Utilitarianism
Q£it~Ei£Q_Q~~:

Have impractical materials such as the fol-

lowing been eliminated?
(a) Unusual weights and measures?
Work is confined in the Louisville courses to the
common weights and measures.

l·

Apothecaries' measures,
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troy weights,

~tc.

have been eliminated.

The metric

system is taught but this would seem justifiable
since it is largely from the appreciative point of
view.
(b) Unwieldy decimals?
Decimals are confined to five places.

Probably most

work in decimals on the junior high school level
should not be carried further than four decimal places.
(c) Unusual aliquot parts?
The aliquot parts are confined to halves, thirds,
fourths, fifths, and their multiples.

Unusual ones

such as one-seventh, one-ninth, and others have
been eliminated.
~ite~ioll~:

Have puzzle types of problems been eliminated

in teaching algebra?
Out of sixty-six problems in the unit on

"E~uations"

in the

ninth grade, only eight are of the type that make some practical
application of the equation.

The work in this unit on applica-

tions of the formula to percent is to be commended.

In the alge-

bra course many of the problems also are of the puzzle type.
CriteriQll-Thr~:

Are pupils encouraged to bring in problems

about which they are concerned for solution?
Except for such suggestions as bringing in business forms,
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gas bills, geometric designs, etc. the pupils are not called upon to bring their own problems to class for solution.

Home budgets, accounts, home management, purchasing, home
supplies, home economy, and thrift are treated.

The criticism

might be made that the work is largely from the standpoint of
the adult rather than from the child as a member of the home.
~iterio~_~~:

Is there content which is definitely use-

ful to the student in other subjects?
Science.

The simple machines are treated.

The work

with equations in the ninth grade contains some good material on
showing the concentration of mixtures.
Social Studies.

The chapters on "Taxation," "Insurance,"

"Banking," and other informational subjects should assist the
pupil to get a notion of the social factors involved.

It is un-

fortunate, however, that these topics are treated more from the
computational standpoint rather than with the idea of bringing
out large quantitative concepts.
English.

Except for incidental practice in oral and

written expression, and in reading there is little that would
contribute to

~nglish.

Shop Work, Mechanical Drawing and Domestic Arts.

The prac-

tice in measurement and the work with the geometric figures ought
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to assist the pupil in his shop work.

Also there are sections

of exercises that deal directly with shop problems.

Scale draw-

ing and geometric constructions ought to aid the student of mechanical drawing.

There are numerous problems which relate

directly to economics in relation to the home.

Other problems

deal with recipes, purchasing of goods, etc.
Art and Music.
the art course.

The geometric designs should contribute to

There are no materials that apply directly to

music.

Function
Cri!~~lQn_Q~:

Is provision made for tabulation of related

data in such a way as to bring out the correspondence?
Except for a few such exercises in grade nine, this sort of
tabulation has been entirely neglected.
£ri!~~~~£_Two:

In the formula is the affect of one variable

upon another stressed?
Little direct concern has been given this matter.
Criterion

Thr~:

Are functional graphs stressed?

Functional graphs are almost entirely neglected.

There is

an extended treatment of them in the eighth grade textbook used
in Louisville, but this work has been omitted from the course of
study.

Some slight attention is given functional relations ex-
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pressed graphically in the ninth grade course.

Graphs of for-

mulas and equations are functional and these are included in
both ninth grade courseB.
Criterion

F~ur:

Is the dependence of one variable upon an-

other stressed throughout the course?
It is very doubtful whether or not the

pu~il

gets the full

meaning of dependence unless it is constantly directed to his
attention.

This is not done in the courses of study although

some teachers may do so.
Criterion Five: Is there a special unit or section of a
unit devoted to dependence?
No such unit or portion of a unit appears.

Individual Differences
Q~iteri~~~~:

Is the remedial work readily adaptable to

individual instruction?
There is a special course in remedial mathematics which is
especially designed to provide the maximum of individual attention.
Cri!~ri2Q

Tw~:

Is the work so arranged as to make practical

directed study?
The courses are especially designed for use of the Morrison

f

i

I!
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technique of directed learning.
Cri!~ri£~~h~~:

Are long term assignments possible?

The average length of the units is between three and four
weeks making possible long term assignments due to this fact
and to the fact that the units are centered around some central
skill or technique.
Crlterl~E~~:

Is the work adaptable to groups which have

been differentiated on the basis of ability?
Special provision has been made for slow groups and for optional work for superior classes in addition to the remedial
course already described.
Cri te~io~

Fiy'~:

l~re

special classes provided for?

The junior high schools all contain special or ungraded
classes in which mathematics is given careful attention.

Unit Urganization
Q~iterion_One:

Are the units of an experiential (or psycho-

logical) nature rather than logical divisions of subject matter?
All the units for the junior high school courses of study
are listed below and classified.

Where a unit appears on more

than one level, it was entered but once in the table and the
number of times it appeared is indicated in the parentheses.
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A Tabulation of the Units of Instruction in
the Louisville Courses of Study According to
Caswell's and Campbell's Classification.
I. Subject Matter Units (A) Topical,

(B) Generalization,

(C) Significant Aspect of Culture or Environment

(B') Pupil

II. Experiential Units (A') Center of Interest,
Purpose,

(e') Pupil Need.

I.
Name of Uni t

II.

A. B. C.

Areas, Perimeters and Volumes (2) ••••••• x
Banking (2) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

x

Business Practice (2) •••••••••••••••••••

x

Experimental qeometry ••••••••••••••••••• x
Formulas and Equations (5) •••••••••••••• x
Fractions (1n Equations)

(1) •••••••••••• x

Geometric Forms and Principles (includ-

ing Demomstrat1on) (1) ••••••••••••••• x
Graphs (2) •••••••••••.•••.•.•••••••.••.•

x

Graphs and Linear Systems (2) ••••••••••• x

Ins u r an c e (1) .......................... .

x

Interpreting Large Numbers (1) ••••••••••

x

Measurements (2) •••••••••••••••••••••••• x
Money Value of Life and Health (1)......
Multiplication, Division, Equations,
Problems (1) ••••••••••••••••••••••••• x

x

A~ B~

c!
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A Tabulation of the Units of Instruction in the
Louisville Courses of Study According to Caswell's
and Campcell's Classification Continued.
I. Subject Matter Units (A) Topical, (E) Generalization,

(e) Significant Aspect of Culture or Environment

(B')

II. Experiential Units (A') Center of Interest,
Purpose,

(C') Pupil Need.
I.

Name of Uni t
Percentage (Processes)

A. B.

c.

II.
A! B! C!

(1) •••••••••••••• x

Percentage (Applications)

(2) •••••••••••

x

Personal, School, and Home Problems (1).
'?,.

Pupil

x

Positive and Negative Numbers (2) ••••••• x
Powers, Roots and Radicals (1) •••••••••• x
Problem Solving (1).....................

x

Quadratics (1) •••••••••••••••.•••••••••• x
B,atio and Proportion (2) •••••••••••••••• x
Review of Fundamentals (3) •••••••••••••• x
Scale Drawing and Trigonometry (1) •••••• x
Special Products and Factoring (1) •••••• x
Statistics (1) •••••••••••••••••••••••••• x
x

Taxes (1) • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .

Thrift and Investment (1) •••••••••••••••
Volumes

x

(l) ••.••.•••..•...............•. _~ ________________

TO TAL S ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 18

.3

7
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Practically all the units are of a subject-matter type.
Eighteen of the entire twenty-nine units are topical.

Only one

unit could be classified as experiential.
Cri~~Eion-1~~:

Are the objectives of the unit definitely

stated?
Each unit contains definite objectives in terms of pupil
accomplishments.

In addition, the seventh and eighth grade

courses contain very detailed lists of skills and understandings which are to be commended.
QEi!~iQn_lhr~:

Are the units centered around some central

theme or purpose?
As has already been shown nearly all of the units are of a
subject-matter type and most of these are topical in arrangement.
Such units while built around a central theme are usually too
narrow in scope to provide for pupil purpose.

It is difficult

to conceive of a pupil adopting the mastery of a narrow logical
division of subject matter as a goal unless he can see how it
will aid some purpose already present in his mind.
CriteEi~n

F£Y£: Can the learning products of the units be

measured?
The logical type of unit is most easily measured.

The tests

provided would appear to measure the products of the units effectively.
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Assuming Responsibility for Attitudes and Ideals
Cr~1.Q.n._Q.ne:

Is the aesthetic side of mathematics stress-

ed by such topicS as geometry in nature, in design of buildings,
etc.?
Some slight attention is paid the geometry of design and
geometry in nature in the general courses for grades seven, eight,
and nine.
line.

In the writer's opinion more could be done along this

More concrete examples lifted bodily from the courses in

applied arts could be included.
Crite~iQ~Tw~:

Is attempt made to show how mathematics has

contributed in the past and is contributing to the progress of
mankind?
There is a brief account of the history of geometry in the
ninth grade general course and several references to the part
mathematics has played in the development of civilization throughout all the general courses.
meens been exhausted.

Opportunities, however, have by no

Almost every unit provides a setting for

bringing out the social contributions of mathematics.
Qriteri2.n Three: Is pupil initiative stressed by providing
optional or honor work?
Nearly all the units present material to be covered only
by the exceptional student, and there are several entire units
intended only for the accelerated pupil.
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Q~~~~Qn-lQ~:

Is the work adaptable to group cooperation?

The teacher-pupil relation has been considerably overworked.

The work-sheet technique which is emphasized in the Louis-

ville courses is subject to this danger.

Few real cooperative

projects for the class as a whole are provided.
Crit~rio~Fi~:

Are important social problems presented in

such a way as to encourage the pupil to think for himself?
There are too few socially significant problems offered and
many of these are treated largely from the computational standpoint.
o~d

Such major problems as unemployment, prevention of war,

age security, etc. are not considered and hence the pupil is

not encouraged to think about such issues.

It may be argued that

these problems are for the social studies rather than for mathematics, but they all contain quantitative relations which would
seem best conceived of with the aid of mathematical techniques.
Criterion Six: Is there material simple enough so that the
slow pupil may experience a reasonable degree of success and, at
the same time, is the superior pupil supplied with work that will
challenge his best effort?
While the material offered has not been subjected to controlled experimentation thus determining its difficulty, a wide
range of difficulty is provided and

especia~

provision has been

made for the slow pupil in the remedial course which consists

lI.
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almost entirely of drill work in the fundamentals.

Eor the ex-

ceptionally bright pupil, it is questionable whether or not equal
provision has been made in the general courses.

However, as a

rule these pupils are encouraged to take algebra instead of the
general course in the ninth grade.

The present testing program

which has been in operation for several years is supplying data
which can eventually be used as a gauge of the difficulty of the
material offered.

SUMMARY OF
Fu~io~.

TH~

LOUISVILLE GURRICULUM

Louisville offers general courses throughout the

three years of the junior high school period.

In the ninth grade

there is a choice between general mathematics and algebra.
The general courses are not, however, examples of complete
fusion.

The various branches of mathematics should be more com-

pletely interwoven.
Q~!~nt.

The fundamentals are adequately provided for.

Much informational material is provided which is, however, treated too largely from a computational standpoint.

The proportions

by which the various branches of mathematics are represented compare favorably with practice elsewhere.

Less algebra is offered

in the seventh and eighth grades than is typical.
~n1i!ativ~_Thinkl~g.

There should be included more data

of a nature that is socially significant.

Statistical procedures
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should be used throughout the courses rather than merely appearing in segregated units.

More attention should be paid tech-

niques for estimating answers in order to develop "number sense."
Other means toward this end have been carefully included.
utilitari~nism.

~liminations

of obsolete terms, impracti-

cal measures, and unwieldy decimals have been made although some
problems call for the use of five decimal places.

The puzzle

type of algebraic problem appears too frequently.

The applica-

tions of the formula in percentage is commendable.

Pupils should

be encouraged to bring in more problems of their own fer solution.
Mathematics of the home has been given considerable attention,
but it is suggested that the work might be more from the standpoint of the child.

Some correlation between mathematics and the

other subjects is apparent but more could be done along this line.
r~££!i~.

While function is implied in many cases it is im-

portant that definite emphasis should be given this concept if
the pupils are to come to understand its significance.
fIQY1AiQn_fQK-lndlYigY§1-Diff~£~n£~~.

The remedial work

has been designed with the individual in mind.

Long term as-

signments are provided for and optional work and special classes
all assist in adjusting the work to the individual pupil.
Qni1-0rg~ni~~ti~.

nature.

Nearly all the units are of a topical

A more psychological approach is desirable.

The objec-

tives are, none the less, definitely stated; the units are cen-
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tered around some central theme, and the outcomes are measurable.
!E£ymigg_ne~~Eibili~~-K~~~!i1yde£_~nd I£~~l~.

More at-

tention,should be given the aesthetic side of mathematics and
more stress laid on the importance of

mathematic~

to mankind.

Pupil initiative has been provided for through optional work.
Less emphasis should be placed upon the pupil-teacher relation
and more upon class cooperation.
lems should be presented.

More significant social prob-

There is a wide range in the difficulty

of the work offered which tends to provide for the low pupils and
at the same time challenge the best efforts of the superior pupils.
It is believed that a more scientific gauging of the difficulty
of the work can be achieved after the present testing program has
been in operation somewhat longer.

GHAPTbR VIII

CONCLUSIONS

~HAPTER

VIII

~ONULUSIUNS

Introduction
The purpose of this study has been to evaluate the present
mathematics curriculum in the junior high schools of Kentucky
and to suggest ways for its improvement.

In order to accomplish

this purpose a backgroung was first presented which consisted of
a brief history of junior high school mathematics; of the opinions of experts in the field; and of a presentation of fractices
of forward looking schools elsewhere.

As a complement to this

background a questionnaire study was made of the conditions of
organization under which mathematics is being taught in Kentucky.

The final step was to evaluate the curriculum of Kentucky

and of Louisville by means of analyses of textbooks, courses of
study, and comments made by the teachers on the questionnaires.
Conclusions Drawn from the History of
Junior High School Mathematics
From the historical sketch the following conclusions were
gleaned regarding junior high school mathematics.

First, there

has been a gradual pushing down to the secondary level mathematics which was taught formerly only in higher education.

becond,

this necessitated a new approach in the teaching of mathematics
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and hence fused or general courses came into being.

Third, ob-

solete topics in arithmetic were replaced with intuitive geometry and simple algebra.

Fourth, the junior high school was the

institution which most readily adopted these changes.
Conclusions Drawn from the

~uestionnaires

Regarding the Org&nization and the Teachers of Mathematics
From the questionnaire study of the conditions of organization under which mathembtics is being taught in the junior high
schools of Kentucky the following facts were gleaned.
Twenty-two junior high schools were found which qualify under the definition assumed in the first chapter.

The enrollment

of fourteen of these schools exceeds 500 pupils.

~ighteen

schools practice homogeneous grouping.

of the

Only three of them are

limited to grades seven and eight while the remaining schools
contain these grades and, in addition, grade nine.

All of these

data indicate that the general organization of these schools is
such as to make feasible the operation of a thoroughly revised
mathematics curriculum.
General mathematics is at present offered in grades seven
and eight in all but one of the schools and is
pupils.

re~uired

of all

It is obvious that in planning new courses of study for

the state that general mathematics should be the offering provided for these levels.

In the ninth grade there is less uni-

formity since the schools are equally divided between offering
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only algebra and offering a choice between algebra and general
mathematics.

If only one course is to be planned for the ninth

grade it would appear that general mathematics is preferable for
the majority of students.

Perhaps it will be necessary to plan

for both courses at this level, however, in view of the present
emphasis upon algebra.
Forty-five and fifty minute periods of instruction are typical,

so that in constructing

ne~

courses of study it would ap-

pear advisable to go upon this assumption.
Teachers of mathematics have had sufficient training both
in general preparation and in education and

mathem~tics

in par-

ttcular to warrant their being able not only to utilize a modern
course of study but also to assist in the construction of such.
Only six teachers reporting on the questionnaire have less train-

.

ing than that represented by the Bachelors degree Rnd a considerable number have reached the Masters level.

Not only h8ve the

teachers had this training but have also had considerable experience in teaching mathematics as sixty-nine per cent of them
have had more than five years experience.
Also the responses of these teachers to the ten issues of
secondary education indicate that they are alert to the problems
confronting education today.
Conclusions Conerning the Curriculum
From the writings of experts and from accounts of curricu-
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lum practices from forward looking schools throughout the country certain tendencies in junior high school mathematics were
noted, and these were used as a basis for evaluating practice
in Kentucky.
It is recognized that analyses of textbooks and of courses
of study do not give a complete picture of the curriculum but
they would appear to supply the best description obtainable.
It is further admitted that the evaluation which has been made
of the curriculum is limited by the sources from which the criteria were obtained, namely from the writings of experts and from
the practices of forward looking schools in other localities.
First among these is the tendency toward fusion.
It was found that expert opinion ana contemporary practice in
exceptional schools favor general courses rather than specialized courses in arithmetic, algebra, geometry, etc. for the entire three years of the junior high school period.

60me author-

ities advocate a further step and urge that subject matter lines
themselves be disregarded and that large areas of instruction be
set up which draw upon all subjects as they can contribute to
end in view.

Such a plan has been Vut into operation in such

schools as those of the State of Virginia.

The Kentucky curricu-

lum leaves much to be desired in this regard.

As has already

been shown, only ten schools offer general mathematics in the
ninth grade and in none of these schools is it
students.

re~uired

of all

None of the schools has gone so far as to fuse math-
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emEtics with other subjects.

~here

fusion has taken place in

the form of general courses it has been more or less of a
ficial nature.
Cont~!:

supe~

A more genuine fusion is to be desired.
Certain definite tendencies were also noted re-

garding the content materials for th& courses offered in the
junior high school.

Both expert

o~inion

and contemporary prac-

tice point to the trend of including arithmetic, intuitive and
demonstrative geometry, algebra,

trigonometry, and statistics.

These various branches of mathematics are represented in the
Kentucky curriculum in about the same proportion as wus revealed by McCormick's study of textbooks used generally throughout
the nation.

For example, intuitive geometry consumes approxi-

mately nineteen and one-fifth per cent of the space in the eighth
Ken~ucky

grade textbooks used in

while McUormick found the per-

centage to be twenty-one and one-half per ·cent for the texts he
analyzed.

The Kentucky textbooks devote about twenty per cent

of their space to algebra on the same level which also compares
favorably with national studies.

The major criticism that may

be made against the content of the curriculum as revealed bJ an
analysiS of the textbooks is that there is inadequate provision
for the fundamentals.

In this regard the Louisville curriculum

is a notable exception.

trend is the emphasis upon quantitative thinking and away from
mechanical manipulation.

The curriculum in Kentucky as revealed
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by an analysis of the textbooks shows that neither has there
been presented significant social problems about which the stu~here

dent may think nor has

been the techniques provided with

which to attack these problems.

Even the Louisville courses

leave much to b0 desired in this regard.
A definite tendency was also noted away

from disciplinary aims and in the direction of utilitarianism
conceived of in its broader sense.

The consensus of opinion of

authorities and better practice agree that work should not be
merely difficult for difficulty's sake but that it should have
real social utility.

The Kentucky curriculum would be greatly

improved if there were fewer of the "puzzle"

ty~e

of problems

especially in algebra, and more practical work of a social nature were introduced.

Also there should be a great wealth of

problem material from other studies, particularly science, social studies, and the applied arts.
Eg~ctio~:

~xperts

have advocated for over a quarter of a

century the making of the functional relation the one unifying
concept in junior high school mathematics.

None the less, prac-

tice has been slow to follow theory and in this Kentucky and
Louisville are no exceptions.

It cannot be emphasized too strong-

ly that in this day of rapid change the dependence of one factor
upon another is of great importance and is perhaps the one outstanding contribution that

mathema~ics

understanding of our environment.

has to offer toward the
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l!ldiY1duaLQiffe!.~!!..£~§.:

Writers have long emphasized the

necessity for providing for the individual.
vey of Secondary

~ducation

The National Sur-

declared that in the schools survey-

ed the three most widely used means of providing for individual
differences are homogeneous grouping 7
signment, and special classes.

some form of the unit as-

In Kentucky eighteen of the

twenty-two schools practice homogeneous grouping.
the schools maintain special classes.

~xcept

Only half of

for the Louisville

courses of study there WaS little evidence of long term unit assignments.

This feature should be included in constructing new

courses of study for Kentucky.

Also it is urgent that remedial

work be planned in such a way as to be readily. adaptable to individual instruction.
Unit~!'g§ni~ation:

There is wide diversity of opinion and

a multiplicity of practices regarding what should rightfully be
considered a unit of instruction.

Conceived of in its broadest

sense a unit is a mere logical division of subject matter but in
a stricter sense it constitutes a new attempt to teach the child
rather than to teach subject materials.

It was shown that the

curriculum in Kentucky at large and in Louisville has been organized according to the unit plan only on the former sense.
Real life-functioning units which start with the needs and interests of the pupil are almost non-existant.

Only complete and

revolutionary reorganization of the curriculum can manifest the
best traits of the tendency toward real unit instruction.

I.

l6~

A final trend more readily evident
in theory than in practice advocates the assumption by the school
of the responsibility for something more than th8 teaching of
facts and declares that the school should also attempt to construct in the pupils emotionalized attitudes and ideals. While
almost all educators would subscribe to this iriea, it

~as

found

that practically all the emphasis in the Kentucky 0urriculum

m

mathematics for the junior high school is upon facts and little
attention has been given to the forming of attitudes and ideals
which will contribute to the social well being.
pupil relation is greatly overworked.

The teacher-

heal initiative on

part of the pupil and wholesome cooperation among pupils

the
are

not provided for.
The above summary contains only the more general recommendations and criticisms.

The more detailed comments

appear in

the various chapters which constitute this thesis.
Indirect Conclusion
Aside from the conclusion

direc~ly

in line with the pur-

pose of this SGudy the following indirect conclusion may be
drawn.

This study supplies evidence that textbooks are not to

be relied upon for having had incorporated in them the most recent ideas about the curriculum. This is a reasonable inference
since textbooks are designed to meet the needs of a wide range
of teaching situations and cannot, therefore, be too progressiva
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Suggestions for Further Study
This thesis has concerned itself with the mathematics cur-

u·

riculum as it relates only to the junior high schools of Kentucky.

Since it is probable that schools on the traditional eight-

four plan will use the same courses of study for grades seven,
eight, and nine as are used by the junior high schools, a similar study might well be made of the present curriculum for these
grades in such schools.
This study has organized criteria which should be useful in
making a comparative study of junior high school textbooks in
mathematics or of courses of study.
It was the assumption of this thesis that the criteria for
evaluating the curriculum should be drawn from two sources.
These are the opinions of experts and accounts of practices in
schools

else~here.

Since these are not the only sources from

which criteria can be obtained, it would be very much worth while
if a similar

s~udy

could be made

~ith

criteria obtained from such

a source as the mathematical needs and interests of children of
the junior high school age.
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(January,

1956).

Q~~~£g£ati£Q,

intendence,

Ninth Yearbook of the Department of Super-

(1931).

National Society for the btudy of

~ducation,

Mi£im~g_~ss~nti~l~

(1915).
North-Central Association of Colleges and

Association, Ann Arbor,

~ichigan,

York , 1'034.
Progressive ~ducation Association,

~econdary

Schools,

1935.

~Jd:'1

Committee on Evaluation in the

!~~h~~~~i££,
~ight-Year

Bulletin No. 591,
Study, Ohio state

University, Columbus, Ohio, 1936.

~~~~ics,

Contribution to

~ducation

No. 513, Bureau of Pub-

Ii cations, Teachers College, Columbia University, New York,
1928.
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~~~!i~_iB_Se£Qnd~Kz_§£hQQ1E-Qf_~he_Q£it~£_~ta!~,

Gontri-

bution to 1ducation No. 557, Bureau of Publications, 1eachers Gollege, Golumbia University, New York, 193b.

Magazine Articles
Ammerman, Charles, and Others,

"Preliminary Report of the Gom-

mittee of the Central Association on Algebra in the Secondary School," School_Scie££~g.9:_M..Q;th~!!!.§:!ic£, VII (Sept.
1907)· pp. 674-85.
Atherton, Uharles Russell,

"The Place of Mathematics in the

Curriculum of the Progressive School,"
!~~ch~£,

Hreslich,

l!.i.

fh~_M.~!h~!!!~!i££

XXVIII:I (Jan. 1935) pp. 48-55

R.,

"The Unit in Mathem::;tics,"

.Q1~~Ei ngh£J!E.~.J_ XXI V: 2 (Feb.,

Breslich, E. R.,

JUBiQE='§'~!!i2.L!iigh

1931) p. 331.

"Junior High School Mathematics,"

§£h02.1_rley.i~!L

XXVIII:5 (May, 1920) p. 374.
Breslich,

~.

n., "Mathematics for Grades Seven,

£chQQ1-££i~~~!!~_~~lh~!!!atic£,

Breslich, E.

H..,

~ight,

and Nine",

XXXV:6 (May, 1935) pp. 526-536.

"The Changing Curriculum,"

M.ath~ati££_1~£h~E'

XXVI:6 (Oct., 1933) p. 345.
Brim, Orville G., "Basic Realities and the Activity Movement,"
ELQg~££iye ~d~£~li£E XI:6

Davis, Mrs. David R.,

(Oct., 1954) pp. 328~355.

"! Comparative Study of Textbooks in Junior

High School Mathematics," Th~~igh._.e.£hQQ1, VIII:2 (Feb. 12,
1936) pp. 103-104.
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Gugle, Marie,

Hedrick, E.

"Revision of College Preparatory Mathematics,"

K.,

Johnson, J. f.,

"Crises in

~conomics,

Education, and Mathe-

"Adapting Instruction in Mathematics to Individual

Differences in Learning," Math~.§:.1ic.§._'I'e£.2.her, XXVI:4 (Apr.,
1933), pp. 193-196.
Klopp,

w.

J.,

!~1jh~!!!.~ti.£.§._!~ach~!:.,

"Socialized Mathematics,1!

XXIII:3 (March, 1930), pp. 161-163.
Langley, Vi.

H..,

Teach~!:.,

M.£th~!!!..§.ti.£l!

"'1.'he Function Concept in Algebra,"

XXVI:1 (Jan., 1933), pp.

5-9.

Long, Edith, "Correlation of Algebra, Geometry, and Physics,"
§~h~~l Revi~,

XXIV (Oct., 1902), pp. 209-21.

Palmer, Katherine Ball,
~~h~,

Reeve, W. D.,
1Qach~,

Koser, J. T.,
Te~.£h~,

M.~1h~~1i.£1l

"Mathematics in the Home,1I

XXIV:6 (Oct., 1931), pp. 555-563.
liThe Case for General Mathematics,"

M[Jth~~1i.£.§.

XV:7 (Nov., 1922), pp. 381-391.
"The tiocial

~ualities

of Mathematics,1I M..§.them.§.1ic.§.

XXVII:2 (Feb., 1934), pp. 82-85.

Schaaf, William Leonard,

"Mathematical Training for

~conomic

XXVII:8 (Dec., 1954), pp. 573-380.
Zant, James H.,

"Mathematics in the Integrated Curriculum,1I

Mathematics Teacher, XXVII:8 (Dec., 1954), pp.381-389.

",
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Courses ,of study
Beaumont, Texas, City Schools,
SchQ,ol.§"

M~~h~§~iQ£_fQK_{Egi££_liigh

1932.

Boston Public Schools,

Me!h~~~!iQ£L-~K~£~.§,_YII=YIII~_t~yis~£~

193Q.
Bronxville,

H el"

Yo rk, School s,

for_~Y!!iQK_liig~§£ho~ls,

Hou s ton, 'r exa s,

ii.l:!~!!!i~~!i v~_.:I!li!!f.i!!g,_§~i~§.

Bronxville School

.1h~~.£Q.Q.~_Qf_ th~_Ql:!K ri£ull:!!!!,

Indianapolis, Indiana, Public Schools,

~tore,

1935.

19:3?

Q£ur£~£_Qf

stu£Z_i!!

hl~th~~~~ic~~-Il:!gi£K High_§£hoQl_QiYi~iogL_£~££!!£~K~

§.£h.Q.Ql.§., 1934.
Lakewood, Ohio,

!_I~B~!iY~_~QYK~_.Q.f_~tU£ZL~KLd~~ 8~y~!!,

&igh~i~!!£_~i!!~,

Louisville, Kentucky,

1932.
Alg~p.~~_!~nQ}iY~_fQQK.§.~_£f_~!l:!£Z_foK

Ih~_Juni~.E_!:!.!.£.h_.e_£hQ.Q.ls,

Louisville, Kentucky,

(First Revision),

Q~~E~l-M~~heg~}ic§.~_l~!!~!iy~_Q£~£§~_Qf

§!ud~_foI_!he_~Y!!iQ~Hig,h_££hQQ1£,

Louisville, Kentucky,

195~·.

(First Revision), 1952.

MHthem.£!ic:'?~_1.~~.!iY.£_.QQ..!:!K§.~_of_~'!~Q;z:_fQK

th~_JuniQr_liigh_£.£hQ.Q.lsL_~K§:£~LYll=Y.lU,

(First Revision),

1933.

Lou i s vi 11 e , Ken t u c k Y,

li~~Ql~'±_M a ,!h e!l!.§!:.:U.QLf2.E -I.!:!ni 2..!::_!!.igh

§,chools, 1935.
Ohio State University,

~xperimental

School,

~£££~li.Q.~fl_h~§.~£h

liulle.!ig, February 12, 1936.
Oklahoma, Department of .l!.ducation,

tl.1L!L§ch2.Ql_.QQYr§'~_Qf_st:!:!£~
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i!LIvla th e!!UL!!1£§'..t_~Yll£.11!!_~.Q.~_lR'£_~~, 1934.
Pennsylv5nia,

Q££E~~-2i_~tu£z_i~Ma~h~~~~l££~_I~~££-YII=XIlL

1927.

South Dakota,

Ma~h~~.1i£~-KQE_~~£Q!!£~£Z_§£hQ£l£~QQg£~~_£f_§~g£Z

~g~£~£_liiQ~~_£~££!!£~£L-§chQQ1§.,

Virginia,
[I.'

1952.

~igt~h_~r~£~_Q£g£££_£K-~.1Y~,

ash i n g ton, S tat e
Q£hool

0

1954.

lLE1~Q2.Q.£~h.£_1i:~Q.E.K§1!i~ a t

f,

M~~h~~ati~,

i 0 Q--.2. f Hi£.h

1935.

Mathematics Textbooks Used in the Junior High Schools
of Kentucky

Betz, Willi am, JuniQ.£_Ma th ef!!..!:::~i c§._fQ.:LZQ.£~l., Book s On e llnd Two,
Ginn and

Com~any,

Boston, 1934. Used in two schools.

Hamilton, .:lamuel, Eliss, hal.ph P., and Kupfer, Lillian,
~l£_£f_fgniQ£

Hi,gh_SCfl£.Ql_£!la the£!.~.1i£§., Book s One c..nd 'Iwo,

Ginn and Company, Eoston, 1927.
Hart,

,{icLl

ter W.,

Used in two schools.

!:l£'£~E!L![g~iQ.Lr,Ia.1h~!!!.£~i.£..§.,

D. C. Heath and Company, Boston, 1931.
stone, John
H.

Li.,

~anborn

rh~_New_M.~~h.~!!!.~~i.£§.,

and Company, Lihicago,

Books une and ;Iwo,
Used in three schools.

Hooks One anct Two, Benjc..mine
19~7.

strayer, George D., and Upton, Clifford
!!i&h~E..JlE§:sies,

.!:i.§..§.~!!::.

H.,

Used in eight schools.
!rith~ti.£--KQ.E._.1h~

American Book Company, New York, 1928.

Used

in one school.
strayer, George

D., and Upton, Glifford B.,

fgni£E_~~1h~!!!.ati££,
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American Book Company, New York, 1929. Used in four schools.

t -

Hart, Walter W.,

f.rog!:~.§.l.YLKirst_Algeb~,

pany, Boston, 1934.

D. C. Heath and Gom-

Used in fourteen of the schools.

Hamilton, 6amuel, Bliss, n.alllh P., 6.nd Kupfer, Lillian, Juni£E.
Hig.!l_§.chQ..ol_Ma!h~~§!. ti£ll,

New York, 1927.
Hawk e s,

Herbert

i!..,

Book '1'h ree, Am eri can .!:Jook Gompany,

Used in two schools.
Luby, Willi am A., and Tou ton, Frank G.,

Ei.£.st_QQ.Q.!:~~in_.A1K~.££~,

!i~E

Ginn End Coml-,any, Boston, 1926.

Used in two schools.
Nyberg, Joseph,

llE..§.!_Q.£Qrs~i!!._!hlg~£ll'

New York, revised in 1932.

Petz, William,

Used in one school.

!!.QniQ..r2!~th.§.!!!.~i.£~,

Boston, 1954.

American Dook Gompcmy,

Book Two, Ginn and Uompany,

An eighth grade book used on the ninth grade

level in one school.
Lasley, Sidney J., and Mudd, Myrtle F.,

Ihe_~.~Y::._!l?E1.i.§.S!_!!iath~

lllb1li£.§., Prentice Hall, Incorporated, New York, 1934.
in one school.

,

Used

APPENDIX

ASHLAND

ment, 803; Edith McNeal, Margaret Melcher and four other teachers cooperating.

BOWLING GK:L1N

ment,450; Orme Doolin, Edwina Jones, A. G. Ross and one other
teacher cooperating.
BRYAN STATION

rollment, 300; W. K. Evans, Buena C. Mathis and three other
teachers

coo~erating.

COVINGTON

w.

M. Shearer, the principal and two other teachers cooperating.
HARLAN

[~l~!£ni££_~~.gh

S£hool; L. G. Henderson, principal; enrollment,

535; Vivian Nash, Grayson Hackney, Cloyd McDowell, Lelanci Wilson
and one other teacher cooperating.

HbNDERSON
H~nd~.E.2.!L~.!!Bio£-1!1fJLSchool.l

enrollment, 296; principal and one
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teacher cooperating.
L.I!.XINGl'ON

ment,

672; Ina Kay Smith, Elmer T. Gibbs and two other teach-

ers cooperating.
M£E.12.n Junior High School; J. M. Deacon, tJrincil-'al; enrollment,
602; Tomie Bronson, Katherine hankin, L. E. Grover and two other
teachers cooperating.
LOUISVILLE

Robert Turner and one other teacher
~~~ter~l~~ioE-li!gh

coopera~ing.

School; enrollment, 580, one teacher co-

operating.
!i~ll~!s...Jial!. (Louisvil18 Junior High School);

Laura Bassett,

Phili~

enrollment, 2209;

Clements, 0arl V. Fronabarger, Aurelius A.

Mooney, William D. Shelby and one other teacher cooperating.

one other teacher cooperating.

Catharine Ryan,

~rthur

J. Ries, and three other teachers coop-

erating.
Sh§.!m~L~!!niQLH;

gQ_)3chQ..Q!.; enrollment, 1192; Sue G. Schroeder,

P. W. Raine, Davis S. Fields, Harold S. Keeling and one other
teacher cooperating.
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Daniel N. Hammond, Charles Youmans and two other teachers cooperating.

Willard C. Taylor, and

t~o

other teachers cooperating.

MADI;:50NVILLE

rollment, 350; one

teach~r

cooperating.
MAY::;VILLB

rollment, 164; three teachers

coo~erating.

OViENSBO ti,O
Owensboro Junior High School; L. W. Ellerbrook, principal; enrollment, 683; four teachers cooperating.
PADUCAH

rollmen t

,

200; Emily

~chroeder

rollment, 292; Shirley Durham,

and one other teacher cooperating.

Herm~n

Miller

coo~erating.

enrollment, 575; Mary McGuire, Pattie Petway, Belle Stanley cooperating.
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THE TOPICS WHICH APPEAR IN THE TEXTBOOKS BUT WHICH TWO
OR MORE TEACHERS OMIT AS

INDICAT~D

TO~IC

ON

TH~

NUMB~R

OF

Grades Seven and Eight:
Making Formul~s ------------------------- 3
Mensuration of Solid Figures ------------ 4
Metric Measures ------------------------- 4
Statistics ------------------------------ 2
Study of Position ----------------------- 2
Taxation of Income ---------------------- 2
Unusual Measures (including Metric) ----- 4

Ninth

Gr~de

General Mathembtics:

Trigonometry ---------------------------- 4
Ninth Grade Algebra:

Imaginary Numbers ----------------------- 2
Trigonometric Functions ----------------- 2
Variation ------------------------------- 2

QUESTIONNAIR~S

TEACH~RS

178

QUESTIONNAIaE FOR INDIVIDUAL TEACHERS
OF

Ch eck:

Male

Femal e

1. Name of teacher:
(If you ~refer not-t~-h:;e-y~~r-;;;e-;~tio;ed~n-the report check here: ___ ).
2. School where employed: __________________________________ _
3. Number of years of teLching experience:
year) •

(include present

4. Number of yeb.ri.) experience teb.ching mat.heLHi.tics: ___ (include
present year).
5. Number of years eX1-Jerience in junior high schools: ___ (inelude ~reS8nt year).
6. Level of training: __________ (Degree or semester hours).
7. Number of semest;er hours in mc.:thematies: _______ _

8. Number of semester hours in education: ____ __
9. What subjects or duties other than mathemb.tics do you now have?

10. College major subject: _________Minor subjec"t: __________
11. Do you use the supervised or directed study plan of teaching
extensively in your ma.thematics classes? ___ yes
no __ some.
12. Do you use "the unit method (including pretest, presentation,
assimilation, organization, etc. or some similar arrangement)
extensively in your mathematics classes? ___yes __ no ___ some.
1~.

Do you use the contract plan of lesson assignment

e~tensively?

14. Do you use the grouy plan of instruction extensively? (dividing up the class into. grou~s accor0in[ to interests or progress) ___]es ___ no_some.
15. Please describe below b.nd on the back of this sheet any unusual practices in method, materials or ideas of any kind that
you have used successfully in junior high school mathematics.
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....

Note: Delow are some stotemell. ts concerning }~ighly controversial issues. There is, perhaps, no "right" or "wrong" answer
to many of these issues. What is sought is your opinion as a
class-room teacher •
.Qi~cti£.!!£._.f££_!!!!!£!.i!!.&l.

Be sure to ffi<.trk ehch staterr.ent in one

of the following ways:
(x)

( ) ( ) If you are in full agreement with tLe stLltcment.

(

(x)

(

)

If you agree wi th the st&.tement but wi th a few reservations.

( ) ( ) (x) If you agree wi th the statement wi th miiny reservations.
(- )
(

( )

) (- )

( )

(

If you wholly disagree with the
If you uisagree with the
re:=;ervations.

stb~e8ent.

sta~ement

( ) (-) If you disagree with the statement
ervations.

( ) {

bu~

wi~h

~ith

a few

many res-

1.
( ) The junior high school math~mLticB curriculum should
be planned with the aim of providing for §!;ll normal
individuals and not merely for a select group.

2.
( ) ( ) ( ) The work of certain pupils, who because of inabili ty
or indifference do not show progress after every effort has been made to adjust the curriculum to their
needs, should be terminated with a completion of the
fundamentals.

()

3.
) ( ) The junior high school mathematics curriculum should
be based on the common needs of the studentf rather
than on their differentiated needs.

4.
( ) ( ) ( ) The junior high school mb.-chemhtic2 courses should
exploit every opportunity to ~rovide for vocational
training and not be coufined to trainil:§: th&t might
come under the heading of "generfl educstion".

5.
( ) ( ) ( ) The junior high school mb.~ht:)mc.tics curriculum chculd
be primarily directed toward freparation fer adVanced
courses rather thb.n directed fri~arily toward the
Value of its own courses.
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( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

..

.6.
( ) It would be wise to organize the ex.tleriences of the
junior high scheol ~eriod of education.around lifefunctioning aims such as socio-sivic, economic,
health, leisure time, etc. rather than to adhere to
the traditional subject-matter Qivisions such as
mat,hematics, English, etc.

7.
( ) Junior high school nlb.thE:m&tics BLould lJresent merely
orgtnized facts and should not assume responsibility
for attitudes and ideals.
8.
( ) The j unio r high school math em", ti c s curri cuI um should
have as its aim merely the adjustment of students to
prevailing soci&l ideals and should not seek the reconstruction of these ideals.
9.
( ) Junior high school mathematicl:l should be thoug'ht of
as a distinct but closely articulating ~art of the
entire ma~hematics vrogr~m of the schools rather
than I1B b. mere yhase cf that ~rogram with few or no
distinguishing characteristics of its own.

10.
( ) Junior high school illLthematics should be concerned
only with the welfare and progress of the individual
rather than with those only as they ~romise to contribute to the welfare and progress of society.

Note: Below are some ~ractical 4ues~ions ~bout wh&t yeu believe
the junior high school mathematics curriculum should cantLin.
Again it is your opinion tha~ is Bou~ht.

1.

Do you believe that ~ractic&lly all pupilr ure ca~able of a
reasonable degree of mastery of algebra and. that therefore i t
should be a rel~ ui red subj ec t in the ninth gr1;;,de? ___ yes ___ ye s
with reservations ___ no.

2.

To what extent do you believe that the ~resent needs una 1nterests of children would form an ade4uate basis fer selecting
material for the junior high school m~them&tics curriculum?
__ wholly, _~_largely, __ to a considerable 8Ltent,
to a
very limited extent, __ not, at all.

3.

Assuming that a course of study for B&ch year would take into account 180 class periods ~le&se i~dicate below the number
of class ~eriods which you believe should be devoted to each
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topic.
Fill in the blank· lines with any additional topicS
you feel are important.

1.QIIQ:
7th grade
course:
Fundament~l

8th. grade
course:

9th. grade
general mathematics course:

processe~

of
arithmetic includin~ whole
numbers, frac~ions, decimals,
and l'srcents:
Informational arithmetic inc~uding t~xation, insurance
or similar informational
materil:!l:
Intuitive geometry including simple constructions,
are as, v 0 I um e s , etc.:
Algebraic 84uations including si~~le ~roblems:
History and appreciation of
the im~ortance of mathemati cs:
S t e. tis tic s an a. statistical
graphs:

Numerical trigonometry:

----~

Note: Use bsck of this sheet for still additional topics b.nd
time allotments.
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Please fill in the following anformation

f££_!he_£~~~

~ha!_~y_§~~nQn-~aching.

1.

~ll~th

Grade M§!he~!i.£§. Ple&.se list any topics in the
basic text used in your school which you omit:

Please list below any topics not in the basic text which
are included in your seveith grade course;

.
----------------------------2•

----------------------------

.e;ighth_Q.!:~de_M.&!h.~!!!.~!i.£.§.
Please list any topics in the
basic text used in your school which you omit:

Ple&ee list below any topics not in the basic text which are
included in your eighth grade course:

3. lliJlth Grs.de General Math~m..a!t.i..c..s. .Please list any topics in
the basic text used in your school which you omit:

Please list below any to~ics not in the basic text which are
included in your ninth grade general mathematics course:

4.

!!.!.!!th~.!:§:de

Alg,eb~
Plec.se list any topics in the bEic
text used in your school which you omit:

Please list below any topics not in the
included in your course:

b~sic

text

~hich

are
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.
---------------------------------------------------------Note: If mathematics courses other than the ones mentioned
above are offered and taught by you ple~se list the s~me information for these courses on the bac~ of this sheet.
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QUBSTIONNAld~

ON

~A~H~MATIG~

IN '.rHb
JUNIOd HIGH SCHOOLS OF

KEN~UCKY

1.

Name of the junior high school: ____________________________ o

2.

Address:
street and number

city

3.

Name of princip&l: ___ ~_____________________________________ •
Note: If princip&l prefers not to have his nhffie mentioned
check:

4.

'This junior high school is composed of grades: ____________ •

5.

Is this junior high school an integral part of a nix-year
secondary school? ___ yes ___no. l.Plehse check before the proper response.)

6.

Enrollment for the present yeE.r is _____ pUl)ils.

7.

Number of school months normally in session per year: _____ •

8.

Do you segregate classes according to ability? __yes __ no •
(check) •

9.

How many periods per week are devoted to ~athematics1
7th gr<ide: ___ .periods 8th grade: ____ periods 8th (:racie: __ _
periods.

10. The average length of ehch of these

~eriods

in minutes is:

7th grade: ___minu "es 8th grade: ___minu tes 9th
minutes.

11. Is seventh grade mathematics

12. Is eighth grade mathem&tics
___ye s _ _ no.

re~uired

re~uired

gr~j

cie: ____

of all students?

of all students?
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15. List the mathematics courses offered in the ninth grade:

14. Underscore one of the following st&tements which describes
best your mathematical re~uirements for the ninth grade or
if none of these apply st~te your re~uirements:
(a) algebra required of all (b) general mathematics required
of all
(c) no mathematics required (d) ______________________ _
15. Does general mathematics count &9 a unit toward graduation
from senior high schoal when taken in the ninth grade?

16. Does commercial arithmetic count as a unit toward graudation
from senior high school when taken in the ninth grade?

----yes ----no.
17.

Does your school have a printed, mimeogra~hed, or otherwise
recorded course of study for mathematics?
for 7th grade: ___yes ___no, for 8th grade: ___ yes ___ no. for
9th gre.de general mathematics: __ yes __ no, for 9th grade
algebra:_~es __ no,
any others: _______________ "

18.

Do you have a coaching class, opportunity class, or ungraded class to provide for slow pupils in mathematics in
your school? ____ -Yes _ _ _ no.

19.

Do you have a separate course of study for slow pupils who
are not assigned to the above mentioned coaching class?
_____yes ____ no.

20.

What basic texts are used for junior high school mathematics in your school?
Seventh grade basic text: ___________________________ _
.I:;ighth grade basiC text: ________________________
Ninth grade algebra text: ______________________ _

t

Ninth grade general mathematics basic text: __________
Basic texts for other mathematics courses: ____________

Vita
The writer was born at Smith's Grove, Kentucky on February
the eighth, 1909.

He received his elementary and secondary edu-

cation in various public and private schools of Kentucky and was
graduated from Lawrenceburg City High School in June, 1926.
Having attended Kentucky Wesleyan College and the University of
Kentucky, he matriculated at the University of Louisville in
January, 1950 and was

gruduat~d

in August, 1951.

His first position was teaching in the Harris Branch School,
Clark County, Kentucky.

In September, 1951 he was

em~loyed

as

teacher of mathematics in Parkland Junior Rifh School of Louisville, Kentucky, which position he now occupies.

Re has served

on several committees for revision of the curriculum in junior
high school mathematics in Louisville and is at present a member
of the Kentucky Mathematics Curriculum Committee for Grades
Seven to Nine.

